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PREFACE 
The notion of a T-ring has been introduced by N Nobusawa in 1964. In 1986, 
M.K. Sen and N.K. Saha introduced the notion of a F-semigroup. A r-semigroup is a 
generalization of the notion of a semigroup. Many classical notions such as of ideals, 
quasi-ideals, bi-ideals in semigroups, of regular semigroups, of orthodox semigToiips 
and of inverse semigroups have been generalized to F-semigroups. 
The object of the present dissertation is to collect and arrange some of the basic 
and recent research work on F-semigroups. 
The present exposition consists of five chapters and each chapter is divided into var-
ious sections. The definitions, examples, results and remarks etc. have been specified 
with double decimal numbering. The first figure denotes the number of the chapter, 
second represents the section of the chapter while the third mentions the number of 
definition, of example, of lemma or of theorem as the case may be in a particular chaj>-
ter. For example, Theorem 2.4.3 refers to the third theorem appearing in the fourth 
section of the chapter two. Chapter I contains preliminary notions, key definitions, 
their basic properties and fundamental results which are needed to develop the theory 
in the subsequent chapters. 
Second chapter has been devoted to Green's relations on F-semigroups. In this chap-
ter, we present extension of many classical results of semigroup theory to F-semigroups. 
First section of this chapter defines Green's relations and prove the commutativity of 
£ and TZ. Further we establish that the relations V and J are equal in a periodic 
F-semigroup as well as in a F-semigroup satisfying mini and miriji. The second sec-
tion is on Green's Lemma while the third section is on regular and idempotent elements 
in Greeu'n equivalence classes. In the last section, we develop the idea of congTueuces 
on F-semigroups. 
Third chapter deals with different classes of r-semigroups, namely, completely sim-
ple and regular F-semigroups. In the first part of this chapter, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for F-semigroup to be a F-group and a sufficient condition for a F-semigroup 
to be a F-group are discussed, while in the rest of the chapter, we defines a natural 
partial ordering on E the set of all idempotents, of a F-semigroup and presents some 
results on completely simple F-semigroups. 
Fourth chapter is devoted to the class of right(left) inverse F-semigroups. First part 
of this chapter discusses the inverse F-semigroups and idempotent separating congru-
ences on inverse F-semigroups, while the second part of the chapter introduces the right 
inverse F-semigroup and describes the maximum idempotent separating congruence on 
a right inverse F-semigroup. 
The last chapter is on the class of E-inversive F-semigroups. In this chapter, a (;har-
acterization and some properties of E-inversive F-semigroup are presented. We also 
introduce a F-group congruence on E-inversive F-semigroup and present its character-
izations. 
At the end, an extensive bibUography of the existing hterature to the subject mat-
ter of the dissertation is included. 
IV 
Chapter I 
Introductory Ideas 
This chapter is devoted to collect some basic r-semigroup notions and results. 
Most of the material in this chapter occurs in the literature, namely, [2], [3], [8], [9], 
[16], [12], [20], [22] and [32]. 
1.1. F-semigroups 
Let A and B be two non-empty sets , S be the set of all mappings from A to B 
and r be the set of all mappings from B to A. The usual product, composition of 
mappings, of two elements of S cannot be defined. But if we take / and g from S 
and Q from F, then the usual product of mappings can be defined. Further we find 
that fag e S and fa{gph) = {fag)(5h yf,g,h G S and a,P e T. An algebraic 
system satisfying an associative property of the above type is called a F-semigroup. 
Definition 1.1.1. Let S and F be two non-empty sets. Then S is said to be a 
F-semigroup if there exists a mapping from SxTxS into S, written as (a, a, b) -> aab, 
satisfying 
{aab)Pc = aa{bf3c){aab)/3c Va,b,ce S and Va,/3 G F. 
ExEimple 1.1.1. Let S denotes the set of all integers of the form in + 3 and F 
denotes the set of all integers of the form 4n + l. If aab — a + a + bVa,b ^ S and 
a G F, then 5 is a F-semigroup. 
Example 1.1.2. Let A and B be two non-empty sets. Let S be the set of all 
mappings from A to B and F be the set of all mappings from B to A. Then 
5* is a F-semigroup, where the aab denotes the usual composition of mappings 
'ia,be S and a G F. 
Example 1.1.3. Let S be the set of all 2 x 3 matrices over the set of all positive 
integers and F be the set of all 3 x 2 matrices over the same set. Then 5 is a 
F-semigroup, where aab denotes the usual product of matrices. 
Example 1.1.4. Let 5 be a semigroup and F be any non-empty set. Define a 
mapping SxTxS-yS by a'yb = ab. Then 5 is a F-semigroup. 
Example 1.1.5. Let S = [0,1] axid F = { - / n is a positive integers }. Then S is 
a F-semigroup under the usual multiplication. 
Example 1.1.6. Let S be the set of all negative rational numbers. Let F be the 
set of all rational numbers of the form 3- , where p a is prime number. If aab be the 
usual product of rational numbers, then 5 is a F-semigroup. 
Example 1.1.7. Let S — {—z, 0, i} and T = S. Then 5 is a F-semigroup under the 
multiplication of complex numbers. 
Example 1.1.8. Let M be a semigroup and / , A be two non-empty sets. Let P 
be a A X / matrix over M, F = {P} and S = I x M x A. Let a = (i, x, A) and 
b — (j, t, /i) be two elements of S. Define (i, a;, A)P(j, i, /i) = (i, xp^ji,/x). Then S is 
a F-semigroup. 
1.2. F-subsemigroups and ideals 
Definition 1.2.1. F-subsemigroup. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. A non-empty 
subset A of 5 is said to be F-subsemigroup of S if A^A C A. 
Definition 1.2.2. Right (left) ideeJ and Ideal. A right (left) ideal of a 
F-semigroup 5 is a non-empty subset I oi S such that ITS C I [STI C / ) . If 
/ is both a right and a left ideal of S, then / is called an ideal of S. 
Definition 1.2.3. Idecd generated by a subset. Let ^ be a non-empty subset 
of a F-semigroup S. Then ideal generated by A is defined as the intersection of all 
ideals containing A. 
For each element a of a F-semigroup S, the smallest ideal (right,left) containing 
'a' (or ideal generated by {a} ) is called the Principal (right, left) ideal generated 
by 'a' and is denoted by (a) [ {a)r, (a); ]. 
Remark. 
(i) {a)r = aTS U {a} (denoted by aTS^); 
(ii) {a)i = STa U {a} (denoted by S^Ta); 
(iii) (a) = STa U aTS U STaTS U {o} (denoted by S^TaTS^). 
Exeunple 1.2.1. Let A= [0,1/2]. Then ^ is a r-subsemigroup of S, where S is given 
in example 1.1.5. 
Theorem 1.2.1. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. For an ideal P{y^ S) of S, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) If A and B are ideals of S such that ATB C P, then either ACPovBCP; 
(ii) If (a) and (b) are principal ideals of S such that (a)F(6) C P, then either a E P 
orbe P; 
(iii) If aF^Ffe C P, then either a € P or 6 G P; 
(iv) If h and /2 are two right ideals of S such that I1TI2 Q P, then either h C P 
or h C P; 
(v) If Ji and J2 are two left ideals of S such that JiF J2 C P, then either Ji C P or 
J 2 C P 
Definition 1.2.4. Prime Ideal. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. An ideal P of 5 is said 
to be prime if for any two ideals A and B of S, ATB C P imphes either A C P ox 
BCP. 
The following results are immediate. 
Theorem 1.2.2. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. If / is an ideal of S and P is a prime 
ideal of S, then / n P is a prime ideal (if / n P is non-empty) of / , considering / as 
a F-semigroup. 
Theorem 1.2.3. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. If P is a prime ideal of S and a is an 
element of S such that STaTS C P, then a G P. 
Definition 1.2.5. m-system. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. A subset M of 5 is said to 
be an m-system if and only if mi G M and m2 E M imply that there exist elements 
s E S and 0:1,0:2 € T such that miaisa2m2 G M. 
Theorem 1.2.4. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. An ideal P{y^)S of S is prime if and 
only if P'^ (complement of P) is an m-system. 
Theorem 1.2.5. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and let A be an ideal of S, disjoint from 
an m-system M of S. Then there exists an m-system TDM which is maximal in 
the class of m-systems which are disjoint from A. 
Theorem 1.2.6. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and let A be an ideal of S diesjoint from 
an m-system M of 5. Then there exists an ideal PDA which is maximal in the 
class of ideals containing A and disjoint from M. More over P is prime. 
1.3. Quasi-ideals eind bi-Ideals 
Definition 1.3.1. Quasi-ideal. Let S be a F-semigroup. A non-empty subset Q 
of S is called a quasi-F-ideal (or quasi-ideal) of S if STQ n QTS C Q. 
Remark. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and Q is a quasi-ideal of S. Then Q is a 
F-subsemigroup of S and every one sided ideal is a quasi-ideal of S. 
Example 1.3.1. Let N be the set of all natural numbers and F = {1}. Then A'^  is 
a F-semigroup under the usual addition of integers. For n E N, let Qn be the set of 
all integers of the form n + k, where fc is a natural number. Then Q„ is a quasi-ideal 
of N for every n E N. 
Theorem 1.3.1. Let 6" be a F-semigroup, I be any index set and let Qi be a 
quasi-ideal of S for every i e I. li f]Qi is a. non-empty subset of S, then f]Qi is a. 
quasi-ideal of S. 
Proof: Let 5 be a F-seinigroup and Qiisa, quasi-ideal of S for every i e I and f] Qi 
is a non-empty subset of S. Take any a,b G f]Qi, Si,S2, G S and 7,// G F such 
that Si/x6 = a-fS2- Then a,b ^ Qi for all i G / . Since Qi is a quasi-ideal of S for all 
i G 7, siyufe = a'ys2 G STQj H QiTS C Qi for all i G 7. Therefore Si/xfe = 0752 G nQj. 
Thus Sr{f] Qi)n{f] Qi)rS C n Qi- Hence fl Qi is a quasi-ideal of 5. # 
iG/ i s / ie/ iel 
In Theorem 1.3.1, Pj Qj is a non-empty subset is necessary. For, in example 
i s / 
1.1.10, Qn is a quasi-ideal of A^  for all n G iV, but H Qn is empty . 
neAf 
Definition 1.3.2 Quasi-ideal generated by a subset. Let ^ be a non-empty 
subset of a F-semigroup S. Then the intersection of all quasi-ideal containing A is 
called quasi-ideal generated by A and denoted by {A)q. 
Theorem 1.3.2. Let A be a non-empty subset of a F-semigroup 5. Then 
{A\ = Au{STAnArS). 
Proof: Let A be a non-empty subset of a F-semigroup S and let 
Q = AU{SrAnATS). 
Then ACQ. Also 
STQ n QTS = Sr{AU {STAn ATS)} n{AU {STAn AF5)}r5 
C ST[A U (STA)] n [A U (AF5)]F5 
C SFA n AVS 
C Q. 
Therefore Q is a quasi-ideal of S. 
Now let C be any quasi-ideal of S containing A. Since C is quasi-ideal of 5 and 
ACC, STA n ATS C a Therefore <5 = A C {STA n AF5) C C. 
Therefore Q is the smallest quasi-ideal of S containing A. 
Hence {A)g = A U (5FA n AF5). # 
Example 1.3.2. Let A'' be the set of all natural numbers and F = {5}. Then A'' is 
a F-semigroup under usual addition. 
(i) Let A = {2}. Then {A\ = {2} U {8,9,10,...}. 
(ii) Let A = {3,4}. Then (A), = {3,4} U {9,10,11,...}. 
Theorem 1.3.3. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. If L and R be any left and right ideals 
of S respectively, then L n i? is a quasi-ideal of S and RTL C Lf) R. 
Theorem 1.3.4. Every quasi-ideal <5 of a F-semigroup S is the intersection of a 
left ideal and a right ideal. 
Proof: Let Q be any quasi-ideal of a F-semigroup S. Let L — Q U STQ and 
R^QU QTS 
Now 
STL = ST{Q U STQ) 
- STQ u srsrsTQ 
C STQ 
C L. 
RTS = (Q U QrS)TS 
= QTS U QFSFS 
C R. 
Then L and R are left and right ideals of S respectively 
Now 
Q c (g u STQ) n (g u QTS) 
cLnR, 
and 
Lr]R= {QU STQ) n (Q U QTS) 
CQn {STQ n QTS) 
eg. 
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and 
Hence Q = Lr]R. # 
Definition 1.3.3. A quasi-ideal Q of a F-semigroup S is called a minimal quasi-
ideal of 5 if (5 does not properly contain any quasi-ideal of S. 
Definition 1.3.4. A F-semigroup S is called quasi-simple if 5 is a unique quasi-
ideal of S. 
Example 1.3.3. Let 6^  be a group and F = {eo, the identity of G}. Then C is a 
unique quasi-ideal of G under the usual binary operation. Then G is a quasi-simple 
F-semigroup. 
Theorem 1.3.5. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. Then 5 is a quasi-simple if and only if 
SFs nsTS^S for all s e S. 
Proof: Let 5 be a F-semigroup. Assume that 5 is a quasi-simple F-semigroup. 
Take any s E S. First we show that STs fi sTS is a quasi-ideal of 5. As sFs belongs 
SFs n sTS, SFs n sTS is a non-empty. Moreover, 
sriSTs n sTS) n {svs n srs)TS c sr{srs) n {srs)rs 
= (5F5)Fs n sr{srs) 
C STs n sFS. 
Therefore STs n aVS is a quasi-ideal of S. Since S is quasi-simple, STs fi sTS = 5. 
Conversely assume that STs fl sTS = S, for all s e S. Let Q be a quasi-ideal 
of S and q E Q. By assumption, SFq f) qTS = S. Since Q is quasi-ideal of 5, 
S = STqn qTS C STQ fi QTS C Q. Therefore Q = S. Hence 5 is a quasi-simple 
F-semigroup. # 
Theorem 1.3,6. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and Q be a quasi-ideal of S. If Q is 
quasi-simple, then Q is a minimal quasi-ideal of S. 
Proof: Let 5 be a F-semigroup and Q is quasi-simple quasi-ideal of S. Let C be a 
quasi-ideal of S such that C C. Q. Then 
QFC n CTQ c crs c c. 
Therefore C is a quasi-ideal of Q. Since Q is quasi-simple, C = Q. Hence Q is a 
minimal quasi-ideal of S. # 
Theorem 1.3.7. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and Q is a quasi-ideal of S. Then Q is 
minimal quasi-ideal of S if and only if Q is the intersection of a minimal right ideal 
R and a minimal left ideal L of S. 
Proof: Assume that Q = LnRiov some minimal left ideal L and a minimal right 
ideal R oi S. So Q Q L and Q C R. Let Q' be a quasi-ideal of 5 contained in Q. 
Then 
STQ' C STQ C STL C L 
and 
QTS C QTS C i? r5 C R. 
Also STQ' and QTS is a left and a right ideal of S respectively. STs D sTS is 
a ideal of S. By minimahty of L and R, STQ' = L and Q'TS = R. Hence 
Q = LnR = STQ' n Q'TS C Q'. 
Therefore Q' = Q. Hence Q is minimal quasi-ideal of S. 
Conversely, assume Q is a minimal quasi-ideal of 5". Let a E Q. Since oTS and 
STa are right and left ideals of S respectively, STaflaTS is a quasi-ideal of S. Since 
STa n aTS C STQ n QF^ C Q, by minimality of Q, STa n aTS = Q. Now to show 
that STa is a minimal left ideal of S, let L be a left ideal of S contained in STa. 
Then 
L n a r 5 C STa D a r 5 = Q. 
Since L n aTS is a quasi-ideal of S, by the minimality of Q, LHoTS = Q- Therefore 
QCL. So 
STa C 5 r Q C STL. 
This implies that L = STa. Thus the left ideal STa is minimal. The minimality of 
aTS can be proved dually. # 
It is remarkable that not every F-semigroup contains a minimal quasi-ideal. We 
can see this from the following example. 
Example 1.3.4. Let F = {1,2} and N be the set of all natural numbers. Then A'^  
is a F-semigroup with respect to the usual addition. Suppose N contains a minimal 
quasi-ideal Q. Let A; be a minimum positive integer in Q. Let Q' = Q\{k}. There-
fore Q' is a quasi-ideal of S contained in Q. Hence N has no minimal quasi-ideal of S. 
Corollary 1.3.8. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. Then S has at least one minimal quasi-
ideal if and only if S has at least one minimal left ideal and one minimal right ideal. 
Let Q be a quasi-ideal of S. Then 
S^FQnQFS^ = QU {SFQnQFS) = Q. 
The following theorem characterizes for a quasi-ideal of 5 to be a minimal quasi-
ideal of S. 
Theorem 1.3.9. Let Q be a quasi-ideal of S. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) Q is a minimal quasi-ideal of 5"; 
(ii) Q = SFa n aFS for all a e Q; 
(iii) Q = S^Fan aFS^ for all aeQ. 
Proof: (i)=^(ii) Assume Q is a minimal quasi-ideal of S. For any a e S 
SFa n aFS C SFQ n QFS 
QQ. 
Therefore SFa n aFS is a quasi-ideal of S. By the minimality oiQ, Q = SFa n aFS. 
(ii)=^(iii): Assume Q = SFa n a n 5 for all a e Q. Let aeQ. Then 
S^Fa n aFS^ = {a} n {SFa n aFS) 
= {a}UQ 
= Q. 
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(iii)=^(i): Assume Q = S^VaV\ aVS^ for all a 6 Q- Let Q' be a quasi-ideal of S 
contained in Q and let x e Q. Then Q = S^Vx n xF^S^ C S^VQ n QTS'^ = Q'. 
Hence Q = Q'. Thus Q is minimal quasi-ideal of 5. # 
Definition 1.3.5. A sub-T-Semigroup B of a T-Semigroup S is said to be a bi-ideal 
of S if BTSTB C B. 
Theorem 1.3.10. Let A be an ideal of a T-semigroup S and Q be a quasi-ideal of 
A, then Q is a bi-ideal of S. 
Proof: Let (5 be a quasi-ideal of A, where A is an ideal of S. Then 
QVA n AVQ C Q 
and as yl is an ideal, ATS C A and STA C A. Since Q C A, 
Qrsrg c QVSTA n Ar^rg 
c QTA n ^rg 
C Q . 
Hence Q is a bi-ideal of 5. # 
CoroUciry 1.3.11. Any quasi-ideal of a F-semigroup 5 is a bi-ideal of S. 
As a consequence, we can say that not every bi-ideal is a quasi-ideal of S. 
Theorem 1.3.12, The intersection of a finite number of bi-ideals of a F-Semigroup 
S is either empty or a bi-ideal of S. 
Theorem 1.3.13. If Qi and Q2 are quasi-ideals of a F-semigroup 5, then Q1FQ2 
is a bi-ideal of S. 
Proof: Let Qi and Q2 be the bi-ideals of S. Then 
{QiTQ2)V{QiVQ2) C (QiF5FQ2)FQ2 
c Q1FQ2. 
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This shows that QirQ2 is a F-subsemigroup. 
Now 
{QiTQ2)rsr{Q,rQ2) c (Qirs')r5r(girg2) 
C Q,TiSVS)T{QiTQ2) 
c {Q,TS)rQ^rQ2 
C Q1TQ2 ( by Theorem 1.14). 
Hence Q1TQ2 is a bi-ideal of S. # 
Theorem 1.3.14. Let T be an ideal of a F-semigroup S. If A is a F-subsemigroup 
of 5 such that STT U TTS CAQT, then A is a two sided ideal of S. 
Theorem 1.3.15. If JB is a bi-ideal of a F-semigroup S and C is a F-subsemigroup 
of S such that BTSTB CC CB, then C is a bi-ideal of S. 
1.4. Homomorphisms 
Definition 1.4.1. Let ^i be a Fj-semigroup and '^2 be a F2-semigroup. A pair 
of mappings /i : 5i —> 52 and /2 : Fi -> F2 is said to be a homomorphism from 
(5i,Fi)t0(52,F2) if 
/i(si7S2) = /i(si)/2(7)/i(s2) Vsi,S2 & Si, 7 e Fi. 
If / i and /2 are both injective, then (/i, 72) is said to be a monomorphism. 
Theorem 1.4.1. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and A, B be two non-empty sets. Sup-
pose there exist mappings (a, u) -^ au from S x Ato B and (vx) ->• vx from 5 x F 
to A satisfying b{{au)x) = {bxa)u and au = bu V a, 6 G 5 and V it G A impUes 
a = b and vx = vy^x,y G F and Vw G JB implies x — y. Then there exists a 
Fi-semigroup ^i such that {S,r) is monomorphic to (Si, Fi), where each element of 
Si is a mapping from A to B and each element of Fi is a mapping from B to A. 
Proof: Let a e S. Define la : A -> B hy Ia(u) = au and define j ^ • B ^ Ahy 
Jx{v) = vx. 
11 
Suppose Si = {la : a e S} and Ti = {7a; : x G F}. Define la'yxh by the usual 
product of mappings. Now 
hlxhiu) = a{{hu)x) 
= {axb)u 
= Iaxb{u). 
Hence laxb ^ -S*!. Let Ia,h,Ic^ S\ and 7x, 7y £ T. Then 
\J-axly)y^cj ^ ^ ^axbly^c 
^^ -' {axb)yc 
— ^axibyc) 
^^ -ialfx-^byc 
= lalxihjylc)-
Hence 5i is a Fi-semigroup. Now define f\ '• S ^ Si, /2 : F —> Fi by /i(a) = /„ 
and f2{x) = 7x- Then 
fiiaxb) = laxb 
== fi{a)f2{x)fi{b). 
Suppose /i(a) = f^b), for any a,b e S. Then /„ = 4- Hence /alw) = hiu) \/u G >1. 
This impUes that au = bu, Vw G A. Prom the given condition, we have a = b. 
Hence / i is injective. Similarly we can show that /2 is injective. Hence {S, F) is 
monomorphic to (^ijFi). # 
Theorem 1.4.2. Let A and B be two non-empty sets. There exists a F-semigroup 
S with the following properties: 
(i) There exist mappings {a,u) —>• au from S x A -^ B and {v,x) -> vx from 
B X F —)• A such that b{{au)x) = {bxa)u. 
(ii) au = 6u for any a,b E S and for all w G A implies a = b and ux = vy for any 
X, y G F and for all w G B implies x = y. 
Proof: Let 5 be the set of all mappings from A to B and F be the set of all 
mappings from B to A. Let f,g E S and a G F. Define fag as the asual product of 
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mappings. Then 5 is a F-semigroup. Define a mapping 5 x A —)• B by (/, u) —> f{u) 
and a mapping B x T -^ A hy {v,a) -^ va denotes the image of v under a. Now 
g{f{u)a) = {gaf){u). Hence the condition (i). 
Let f{u) = g{u) for f,g ^ S and for all u ^ A. This implies that f = g. Also 
va = vP ior a,l3 E T and for all v E B implies that a — (5. Hence the condition 
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Chapter II 
Green's Relations On F-Semigroups 
Introduction : 
The notion of ideals mentioned in the first chapter leads naturally to the consid-
eration of the certain equivalences on a F-semigroups. J. A. Green(1951) first studied 
these equivalences on a semigroup which played fundamental role in the devolep-
ment of semigroup theory. N K Saha(1987), Dutta, Chattergee(1987), R Chinram 
and Siammai(2008) have studied Green's relations on F-semigroups and obtained 
many results which are parallel to those obtained in semigroup theory. Most of the 
material in this chapter occurs in the literature namely [7], [13], [26], [27], and [32] 
2.1. Green's equivalences 
If 'a' is an element of a F-semigroup S, the principal right (left) ideal generated 
by 'a' is STa U {a} {aVS U {a}) and is denoted by S^Va {aTS^) and the principal 
ideal generated by 'a' is STa U aTS U STaTS U {a} denoted by S^TaTSK These 
ideals are further denoted by (a);, {a)r and (a) respectively. 
The Green's equivalences C, TZ, H, and X> on a F-semigroup S are defined in the fol-
lowing way. 
(i) aCb if and only if ^^Fa = S^Tb, ( {a)i = {b)i ); 
(ii) aTlb if and only if aFS^ = 6^5^ ( {a)r = (6)r ); 
(iii) n = nr]C; 
(iv) V = Con\ 
(v) ajb if and only if ^^FaF^^ = S^TbVS^ ( (a) = (6) ). 
Lemma 2.1.1. (i) The relations C,'R,'H and V are equivalence relations on a 
F-semigroup S. 
(ii) aTZb if and only if either a = 6 or there exist a,/3 G F and c,d e S such that 
a = bac and b = a^d 
(iii) aCb if and only if either a = 6 or there exist a,/5 G F and c,d e S such that 
a = cab and b = dPa 
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(iv) VCJ 
(v) aVh if and only if there exist c G 5 such that aCc and cRb 
The £ (7?., ?^, V, j7')-class containing the element 'a' is denoted by La {Ra, Ha, 
Da,Ja) and the set of all C {n,'H,V,J) classes of S is denoted by SJC {S/TZ, 
S/H,S/V,S/J). 
Theorem 2.1.2. The relations C and 7?- of a F-semigroup S commute; 
i.e CoTZ^TZo C. 
Proof: Let (a,b) E CoTZ. Then there exist c E S such that aCc and cJU>. 
Case (i): If a = c. Then allb. As bCb, {a,b)e'JloC. 
Case (ii): If 6 = c. Then aCb. As aUa, (a, b)eTloC. 
case (iii): If a 7^  c and b ^ c. Since o£c and cT^ fe, there exist x,y,u,v € 5 and 
^,fi,r},9 eT such that 
0:70 = c, y/ic = a, 6 t^; = c. 
Let d = yjjicqu. Then 
ar/w = y(xcr]U = d 
and 
X7<i = x^yjicrjudv = yfxbOv = y/ic = a. 
So d£6. Therefore (a,6) G 7e o £, ie £o7^ C 7^o£. Similarly TloCCCoTZ. Hence 
7^o£ = £o7^ . # 
Definition 2.1.2. A F-semigroup 5 is said to be Periodic F-semigroup if for 
every a E S and every 7 6 F, there exist a positive integer 'n' and 'm' such that 
(a7)"6 = (a7)"+'"6 and 6(70)" = 6(70)"+"*, V6 G 5, where (07)" = 070707...(n-
times). 
Definition 2.1.3. An equivalence relation cr on a F-semigroup 5" is said to be a left 
congruence on S if (a, b) e a imphes (1*70, wyb) G S, for all w G 5 and 7 G F and is 
said to be a right congruence if (a, b) e a imphes (070, hyc) G a, for all c G 5 and 
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7 G r . An equivalence relation a on 5 is said to be a congruence on 5 if it is both 
a right and a left congruence on S. 
Lemma 2.1.3. £ is a right congruence and TZisa, left congruence on a F-semigroup 
S. 
Proof: Let a and b be two elements of a F-semigroup S and let (a, b) e £.. 
Therefore 
STa U {a} = STb U {b} 
^ STayc U {ajc} = STbjc U {b-fc} 
=> (a7C, 67c) G C. 
Hence £ is a right congruence on 5. Similarly it may be proved that 7^ is a left 
congruence on 5. # 
Theorem 2.1.4. If 5 is a periodic F-semigroup, then V — J 
Proof: Let (a,6) G J. Then either a = 6 or there exist xi,X2-,X3,Xi,yi,y2,y3,y4 
in S and 71,72,73,74, cvi, 0:2,0:3,0:4 in F for which b = Xi7i072a;2 or b = 2:3730 or 
b = 074X4 and a = yiOciy20t2y2 ox a — y^a^b or a = 60:42/4. Let a ^ b. Then it is 
enough to show that there exists c G 5 such that aCc and cRb. 
Now 
a = yioi 6022/2 
= (yiOia;i)7ia72(x2a2y2) 
= {yi0iixi)jiyiaiba2y272{x20i2y2) 
= iyiOiiXi)^iyiaiXi'yiaj2X20i2y2l2{x2a2y2) 
= (z/iOia:i)7i(yiOi2;i)7ia72(a;2Q:2y2)72(2;202?/2) 
= (yiOia;i)Va72(a:202y2)^ 
= (yi0ixi)"'7ia72(x202y2)"'-
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and 
b = Xijia'Y2^2 
= Xi^iyioiiba2y272X2 
= {xil\yi)oiiba2{y2lf2X2) 
= ixi^iyifaiba2iy2lf2X2y 
= {xi^iyiTctiba2{y2j2X2)"'. 
Since 5 is a periodic F-semigroup, there exist an integer 'm' for which (yiCiiXi)'" 
is idempotent. Put c = Xijia. Then 
a = {yiaiXi)"''yiaj2{x20i2y2T 
= {yiaiXi)"'ji{yiaiXi)"'^ia'y2{x2a2y2T 
= {yiOiiXi)"'^ia 
= (yiQ!ixi)"'"Si(yia!ia;i)7ia 
= {yiaixi)'^~'^^iyiai{xijia) 
Therefore aCc. Also 
072X2 = 3:171072X2 
= b. 
Again choose an integer 'n ' such that {y2l2X2ToL2{y2l2X2T = (2/2723^2)"; i-e (2/2723^2)" 
is an idempotent. Then 
c = 3;i7ia 
= Xi7i(yiaiXi)"+Sia72(3;2Q!2y2)"^^ 
= (3;i7iyi)"^^«ia;i7ia72a;2a2(2/2722;2)''Q!2y2 
= {xi7iyiT'^^aiba2{y2'y2X2Y''a2y2 
= ixijiyi)''+^aiba2{y2j2X2T'^^a2iy272X2T~^a2y2 
= ba2{y2l2X2T~^Ol2y2-
Hence cTU) holds good. Therefore aCc and cRb. ie {a,b) e C o TZ — V 
Similarly considering the other cases, we can show that (a, b) ET>. SO J" C V. AS 
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p c J, p = J. # 
Notice that £, TZ and J are defined in terms of Principal ideals. Thus the in-
clusion among the Principal ideals induces a corresponding partial order among the 
equivalence classes as follows: 
(i) La < Lb if and only if S^Ta C S^Tb; 
(ii) Ra < Rb if and only if aVS^ C bTS^; 
{m)Ja < Jb if and only if S^TaS^ C S^TbSK 
The above relation is a partial order on each of the sets S/C, S/TZ, and 
S/J. Also Lx-yo < La, RaSy < -Ra and JuOLaf3v < Ja for every a,x,y,u,v € S 
and 7,5, a, /3 G F. Also notice that either of La < Lb or Ra < Rb implies Ja < Jb-
Definition 2.1.4. A F-semigroup is said to satisfies the condition TninL,minii, 
or minj if the partially ordered sets S/C, S/71, or S/J satisfy the minimal con-
dition; ie if every non-empty subset of each of S/C, S/TZ, S/J has a minimal element. 
Theorem 2.1.5. If a F-semigroup S satisfies miriL and minR conditions, then 
V = J. 
Proof: Let ajb. Then either a = 6 or there exist X\, X2, xs, X4,1/1,1/2, yz, Vi^ S and 
7i, 72,73,74, Cki, a2) ct3, ft4 ^  F such that b = Xi7i072X2 or 6 = X373a or 6 = 074X4 and 
a = y\Otiba2y2 ov a — yzOLzb ox a — 60:41/4. Let a = yiOL]ba2y2 and b = Xi7ia72X2. 
Then it follows that the set {p G 5 : {3q G S) ^710725 = 6} is a non-empty 
set, and so also the subset A = {Lp : p G 5} of S/C. As S satisfies miriL 
condition, let L^ G A be a minimal element of A. Thus b = ^71072^ for some 
V e S. Now b = ujiyiaiba2y272V = u'yiyiaiu^ia^2VOL2y2l2V• So Luy^y^a.u e A. 
Now Lu-y^y^aiu < Ly,. So by minimality of L^ in A, Lu-y^y^am — L^. Therefore 
i.e. yiUiuCu. Also since £ is a right 
congruence, yiaiU^ia^2vCu'yia'y2V- i.e. yiaibCb. Similarly ba2y2TZb. Since 7?. is a 
right congruence on S, it follows that yiaiba2y2TZyiaib. ie. aTZy\axb. Therefore it 
follows that aVb. Similarly considering the other cases, we can prove aVb. There-
fore J (ZV. ksV^J, J^V. 4 
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2.2. Green 's lemma 
Lemma 2,2.1. Let {a,b) G 7?.. Let s and s' be elements of a F-semigroup S 
such that a7is = b and 672 s' = a for some 71,72 G F. Then the mapping 
P1^ : X -^ x'jis {x e La) and pi? : y -)• y72s' {y e Lb) are mutually inverse TZ-
class preserving one to one mappings of La upon Lb and of Lb upon La respectively. 
Proof: Consider the right translation pp : 5 —> 5 which maps a to b. Since £ is 
a right congruence on 5, xCa implies xjisCa'jis. ie. x^isCb for 71 G F. So that 
X7is G Lfc. Thus pp maps La to L;,. Similarly pj? maps !/& into Lo- Again let 
X E La- Then either x = a or there exist u E S and ai G F such that x = uaia. 
Therefore xp^^pj? = txaia7iS72s' = uaibj2s' = uaia = x. Hence ppp]? is an identity 
transformation on La-
Similarly plJpl^ is an identity transformation on Lb and so pj- and plj are mu-
tually inverse bijections from La onto Lb and Lb onto La- Again if a; G La, then the 
element y = xp]^ = x^is. Also t/72s' = ypl? — xpj^pl? = x, as pl^p^ is identity map 
on La- Hence pj^ is 7?.-class preserving. Similarly p^f is 7^-class preserving bijection 
from Lb onto La- # 
Corollary 2.2.2. The map pj^ maps each H-class in a one-one manner onto the 
corresponding(7^-equivalent) "H-class in Lj. Similarly the map p^f maps each 'H-class 
in Lb in a one-one manner onto the corresponding (72--equivalent ) "H-class in Lb-
Lemma 2.2.3. Let (a, 6) G £. Let t and t' be elements of a F-semigroup S 
such that taia = b and t'a2& = a for some cxi,a2 G F. Then the mapping 
K"^ '• y ^ 'tc^W {y G Ra) and A^ ^ : z —> t'a2Z (z G /?&) are mutually inverse 
£-class preserving one to one mappings of Ra upon Rb and of Rb upon Ra respec-
tively. 
Proof: Proof is similar to the proof of the Lemma 2.2.1. # 
Theorem 2.2.4. If (a, 6) eVma F-semigroup 5, then \Ha\ = \Hb\-
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Proof: Since aVb, (a,b) eTZoC. Then there exists c^ S such that alZc and cCb. 
By Lemma 2.1.1, there exist s,s' E S and 71,72 such that 0715 = c and C72S' = a. 
Also there exist t,t' £ S and ai,a2 € F such that toic = 6 and t'a2b = c. Thus, 
by the preceeding lemma and the Corollary 2.2.2, pj^lna ^^'^ PI^\H^ ^^^ 7^-class 
preserving and they map Ha and He upon each other in one to-one-manner. Sim-
ilarly Xf^lHc and X^'^IHI, map He and Hb upon each other in one to one manner. 
Then p^^Xf^ : x -^ taixjis {x G Ha) is a bijection from Ha onto Hb with inverse 
A«VI' : y -> t'a2y72s' (y G i/ft). Hence l/fal = \Hb\. # 
2.3. Regular and idempotent elements in Green's equivalence classes. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and 7 G F. An element e € 5 is said to 
be 7-idempotent if 676 = e. 
The set of all 7-idempotents of S is denoted by E~^ and (J E^ by E{S). An 
element in £^(5) is called idempotent element of S. 
Definition 2.3.2. A F-semigroup 5 is said to be an idempotent F-semigroup if 
S = E{S). 
Definition 2.3.3. An element a of a F-semigroup 5 is said to be regular if there 
exist X e S and a, /? G F such that a = aax^a. A Regular F-semigroup is a F-
semigroup each elements of which is regular. 
Definition 2.3.4. An element 6 of a F-semigroup S is said to be an (a, /?)-inverse of 
a if a = aabPa and b = b(5aab. The set of all (a, /3)-inverses of a is denoted by V^{a). 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let -S be a F-semigroup, a G F and e be an a idempotent. Then 
(i) aae = a for all a E Lg', 
(ii) eaa = a for all a G Re', 
(iii)aa;e = a = eaa for all a E He] 
(iv) \Ha nEa\<l for all aeS. 
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Proof (i) Let a e L^. Then aCe. It follows that S^Ta = S^Fe. Then a = e or there 
exist X £ S and 7 G F such that a = xje. If a = e, then aae — eae = a and if 
a = xje, then aae — {xje)ae = x^ye — a. 
(ii) Proof is dual to the proof of (i). 
(iii) It follows from (i) and (ii). 
(iv) Let ej e HaH E^. Then eCf and eUf. Then / € Le and e e Rf. By (i) 
and (ii) respectively, fae = / and fae = e. Therefore e = f. Now it follows that 
| / f a n £ ; « | < i . # 
Theorem 2.3.2. If a is a regular element of a F-semigroup S, then every element 
of Da is regular. 
Proof: Since a is regular, there exist x e S and a, /3 G F such that a = aaxPa. Let 
b e Da- So aVb. Then aCc and c7^6 for some cE S. Since a£c, a = c or there exist 
u,v e S and 7,/i G F such that 
wya — c and V/JLC = a. 
Since c7?.6, 6 = c or there exist z,t E S and 77,^  G F such that 
CTjz = b and bOt — c. 
Case 1: a = c and c = 6. Then a = 6. So 6 is regular. 
Case 2: a = c and cqz — b and 6^ ^ = c. Then 
b9{tQx)(3b = caxpcqz = aaxPar]z — arjz = 0772 = 6. 
Case 3: M70 = c and vij,c — a, and 6 = c. Then 
ba{x(3v)ijh — caxj3v^b = uyaax^a = wya = c = b. 
Case 4: wya = c and V/JLC = a, and cr^ z = b and Wf = c. Then 
b9{taxPv)fj,b = caxPvficqz = wyaax^a-qz = wyarjz = CT^ Z = 6. 
Therefore 6 is regular. # 
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Let D be a D-class. Then either every elements of D is regular or no element of 
D is regular. A "D-class D is said to be regular I>-class if all its elements are regular. 
Theorem 2.3.3. In a regular P-class, each £-class and each 7^-class contains at 
least one idempotent. 
Proof: Let a be an element of a regular P-class D in a F-semigroup S. Then there 
exist X E S and a, /? G F such that a = aaxpa. Then 
xPa = xP{aaxj3a) — {xl3a)a{x/3a). 
Thus xPa is an a-idempotent. Since a — aa{xPa), aCx/3a. Similarly aax is a beta 
idempotent and oRaotx. # 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let a be an element of a regular X'-class D in a F-semigroup S. 
Then 
(i) If a' is an (a, /3)-inverse of o, then a' e D and two 7^-classes i?aflLo' and LaCiRa' 
contain a /^-idempotent aQa^-aBd-aB.^^dempotent-a^/?a respectJYely...^ 
(ii) If 6 e £> is such that Ra H Lb and La n Rb contain a /^-idempotent e and an 
a-idempotent / respectively, then Hb contains an (a, ^)-inverse a* of a such that 
aaa* = e and a*Pa = / . 
(iii) No "H-class contain more than one (a, ^)-inverse of a for all ordered pair 
( a , / 3 ) e F x F . 
Proof: (i) Let a' be an (Q;,/3)-inverse of a. Then a — aaa'Pa and a' — a'Paaa'. 
Thus 
aCa'aa, aaa'TZa, a'Caaa' a'pa'Ra'. 
Thus a'Va, aaa' E RaPi La' and a'Pa G LQ fl Ra>. Therefore a' E D. Since 
o = aaa'Pa, a'Pa — a'Paaa'Pa and aaa' = aaa'Paaa'. Therefore a'Pa is an 
a-idempotent and aaa' is a /3-idempotent. 
(ii) Since aTZe, by Theorem 2.3.1(ii), ePa = a. Similarly, as aCf, aaf = a, by 
Theorem 2.3.1(i). Again from aTZe, it follows that a = e or there exist x e S and 
7 G F such that ayx = e 
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Case 1: a — e. Let a* = f/3e. Then 
aaa*l3a = aa{fl3e)f3a 
= {aaf)P{ePa) 
= aPa 
= e/3a = a 
and 
a*Paaa* = {fpe)paa{ff3e) 
= fp{ePa)afPe 
= fp{aaf)pe 
- fPiaPe) 
^ fpe 
= a*. 
Then a* is an {a, /3)-inverse of a. Moreover 
aaa* = aafpe = a/3e = e/5e = e. 
Further, since aCf, a = / or / = y^a for some y E S and ^ e F. li a — f, then 
a*/?a = //?e/3a = ePepe - e = / . 
If / = y^a, then 
a*/?a = //?e/?o = yOapepe = t/^a = / . 
It now follows that a* e LeORf = Lbf] Ri, — Hi,. 
Case 2: a7x = e. Let a* = f-yxPe. Then 
aaa* Pa = aa{fjxPe)Pa = {aaf)jxP{ePa). 
and 
a*Paaa* = (f^xPe)Paa{f^xPe) 
= fjxp{ePa)afjxPe 
= fjxP{aaf)^xPe 
= f'yxP{a'yx)Pe 
= f^xPePe 
= /7a;/3e 
= a*. 
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Then a* is an (a, /3)-inverse of a. Moreover 
aaa* = aaf^x^e = a^yxjde = epe = e. 
Since aCf, a = / or there exist y E S and 9 ET such that / = yOa. If a = / , then 
a*f3a = f'yxj3el3a = a7a;/3e/3a = e/3e/3a = a = / . 
If / = y^a, then 
a*/3a = f^x/SePa = ye{ajx)pe/3a = y9{epe)pa = ye{epa) = y^a = / . 
It now follows that a* e Le H Rf =^ Lb D Rb = Hb-
(iii) Suppose that a' and a* are both (a, /?)-inverses of a inside the single H-class 
Hb- Since aaa' and aaa* are /3-idempotents in the 'H-class RaH Lb, aaa' — aaa*, 
by Theorem 2.9(iv). Similarly, a'Pa = a*Pa because both are a-idempotents in the 
"H-class LaCiRb- Then a' = a'Paaa' — a*Paaa*. # 
Let 5 be a F-semigroup and p be an equivalence relation on S. The set of all 
p-classes, whose elements are the subsets xp of 5, is called the quotient set of S by 
p and is denoted by S/p. 
2.4. Congruences on F-semigroups 
Definition 2.4.1. Let p be a congruence on a F-semigroup S. For ap,bp e S/p 
and 7 G F, define 
Mlibp) = {a'yb)p. 
This is well defined, since for all a,a',b,b' G S and 7 G F such that ap = a'p and 
bp=^b'p 
^{a,a'),{b,b')ep 
=> (076, a'76), (a'jb, a'jb') e p 
=^ (a76, a'jb') E p 
=^ (a76)p = {a'jb')p. 
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Moreover for all a,b,c e S and 7,/x G F, 
{{ap)^{bp))fi{cp) = {{a'yb)p)fi{cp) 
= {{a^h)ixc)p 
= {aj{bnc))p 
= {ap)nf{bfic)p 
= {0'Ph{{bp)fi{cp)). 
Then the quotient set S/p is a F-semigroup, which we call as quotient F-semigroup. 
Theorem 2.4.1. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and p be a congruence on S. Then 
(i) If p C £, then for all a,b E S, aCb if and only if apCbp in 5/p; 
(ii) If p C 7 ,^ then for all a,b E. S, alZb if and only if apTZbp in S/p; 
(iii) li p CH, then for all a, 6 € 5, aJib if and only if apl-Lbp in S/p. 
Proof:(i) Let a,b & S such that aCb. Then a = 6 or there exist x,y E S and 
a, /3 G F such that a = xab and b = yPa. 
Case 1: a = b. Then ap = bp 
Case 2: a = xab and b = yPa. Then 
ap = {xab)p — {xp)a(bp) 
and 
6p=(y/3a)p=(t/p)/?(ap). 
Therefore apCbp. 
Conversely, let a,6 G 5 such that {ap)C{bp). Then ap = 6p or there exist x,y e S 
and Q,/3 e r such that (ap) — {xp)a(bg) and bp — {yp)a{ap). 
Case 1: ap = bp. Then (a, 6) G p. Since p Q jC, {a,b) G £. So aCb. 
Case 2: ap = {xp)a{bp) and 6p = {yp)f3{ap). Then ap = {xab)p and 6p = {y(5a)p). 
Then (a, xa6) G p and (6, y^Sa) G p. Since p Q C, (a, xa6) G p C £ and (h, y/?a) G £. 
Then a G 5iF(a;a&) and 6 G 5^F(?//3a). Thus 5^F6 and b G ^^Fa. 
(ii) It is similar to the proof of the part (i). 
(iii) It follows from (i) and (ii). # 
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Chapter III 
Regular and Simple P-Semigroups 
Introduction: 
In 1986, M.K Sen and N.K Saha studied regular F-semigroups and F-groups. 
They also studied relationship between regular F-semigroups and F-groups. Com-
pletely simple F-semigroups were studied by N.K Saha (1988). He defined a partial 
order on the set of all idempotents in a F-semigroup and established many results 
on completely simple F-semigroups. Most of the material included in this chapter 
occurs in the literature namely [7], [26], [27] and [32]. 
3.1. Simple F-semigroups and F-groups 
Definition 3.1.1. A F-semigroup S is said to be left (right) simple if it has no proper 
left (right) ideal. Further a F-semigroup is said to be simple if it has no proper ideal. 
Lemma 3.1.1. A F-semigroup S is simple if and only if (5'Fa)FS' = S for every 
aeS. 
Proof: Let 5 is a simple F-semigroup. For any a E S, the subset (S'Fa)F5 is an 
ideal of S. Hence (5Fa)F5 = S. 
Conversely, let (S'Fa)F5' = S for every a E S. Take any ideal A of 5 and any a e A. 
Then S = (5Fa)F5 C A. Therefore A = S. Hence S is simple. # 
Corollary 3.1.2. Let 5 be a simple F-semigroup. Let e — 676, 7 G F be an 
idempotent element in S. Then SjeyS = S. 
Proof: By lemma 3.1.1, S'FeF^' = S. Now (^76)75 C {STe)TS. Take any element 
{siae)Ps2 e {Sre)rS, where Si,$2 e S and a,/? G F. Then 
{siae)f3s2 = Sia;((e7e)7e)/?S2 
= ((siae)7e)7(e/3s2) G S^e'yS, since (si7e)7S'. 
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Therefore {Sre)rS C {S^e)'yS 
Thus (576)75 = (S re ) r5 = S and, hence, the result follows. # 
Let 5 be a F-semigroup and 7 be an element of F. Define a binary operation 
on 5 by a o 6 = ajb for all a, 6 G 5. Then 5 is a semigroup and is denoted by 5^. 
Theorem 3.1.3. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. Then 5^ is a group if and only if S is 
both left simple and right simple F-semigroup. 
Proof: Suppose S is right simple and left simple F-semigroup. Consider the set 
ajS. Then a'jS is a right ideal of S. Since S is right simple, a'yS = S. Similarly 
57a = S. Hence ao S = S and 5 o a = 5 for all a 6 5. Then Sy is a group. 
Conversely assume that 5^ be a group and let e-y be the identity element of S^. Let 
A be a left ideal of S and let a E A. Then there exists 6 G 5 such that bo a = e^. 
Hence e^ = 67a G A. Let c G 5. Then c = c o e^ = c^e^ G A. This implies that 
S C A. Hence A — S. Therefore S is left simple. Similarly S is right simple. # 
Corollary 3.1.4. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. If Sy is a group for some 7 G F, then 
S-y is group for all 7 G F 
Proof: Let Sy is group. Consider the sets aSS and SSa. Now 
{aSS)'yS = a5{S-fS)C a5S 
and 
S^iSSa) = {S^S)5a C SSa. 
Hence a5S is a right ideal and SSa is a left ideal of S. Since Sj is a group, 
075 = 5 = 57a. 
Then ao Ss — Ss = Ss oa. Hence Ss is a group for all 5 G F. # 
Definition 3.1.2. A F-semigroup S is said to be a F-group if Sy is a group for 
some(hence for all) 7 G F. 
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3.2. Regular F-semigroups 
In this section, we study some further properties of regularity. 
Example 3.2.1. Let S be the set of all 3 x 2 matrices and F be the set of all 2 x 3 
matrices over a field. Then 5 is a regular F-semigroup with respect to the ordinary 
matrix multiplication. 
To prove the regularity of S, take any AE S, where 
/ a b 
A= \ c d 
\^ f 
Then choose B ET according to the following cases such that 
{ABA)BA = ABA = A. 
Case (1); When the sub matrix 
( - ) 
is non-singular. Then ad — bc^ 0. e, / may both be zero or one of them is non-zero. 
Then 
D __ I ad—be ad—be 
-c a 
\ ad—be ad—be 
and ABA = A. 
0 
Case (2); af — be ^ 0, c, d may both be zero or one of them is zero or both of 
them are non-zero. Then 
D __ I af—be af—be 
—e n o 
af—be af—be 
and ABA = A. 
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Case (3); cf — de ^ 0, a, b both may be zero or one of them is zero or both of 
them may be non-zero. Then 
0 -d D __ ( cf—de cf—de 
0 -^ " 
cf—de cf—de 
and ABA - A. 
Case (4); When the sub matrices are singular. 
Then 
.^, r ad — bc = Q 
'''^'' Uf-de^O 
J. ad — bc = 0 
°^  ^ af-de^O 
If all the elements of A axe zero, then the case is trivial. So consider the case when 
at least one of the elements of A is non-zero. Let a^ - 7^  0 (i = 1,2,3 j = 1,2.) 
Then take bji-th element of B as {aij)~^ and all other elements of B as zeros. Then 
ABA — A. Therefore A is regular. Hence 6" is regular. 
Theorem 3.2.1. A F-semigroup S is regular if and only if for any left ideal A and 
for any right ideal B oiS,AnB = BY A. 
Proof: Suppose 5 is a regular F-semigroup and let A and B are left and right ideal 
of S respectively. Then 
BTA C ST A C A ( since A is a left ideal) 
and 
BTA C BTS C B ( since B is right ideal). 
Therefore BTA CAnB. 
Now let a E An B. Since S is regular, there exist b G S,j,S e F such that 
a == aybda e a^A C BTA. Therefore AnB C BFA. Hence AnB^ BTA. 
To prove the converse, assume that the given condition holds in a F-semigroup S. 
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Let a e S. Now A — {a} U STa is a left ideal and B = {a} U aVS is a right ideal in 
S. Hence 
A = AnS = STi{a} U STa) = STa U ST{STa) C STa U SFa = STa 
. Similarly B C aVS. Then 
a e A n B C (5ra n (arS') = (ar5)r(S'ra) = ar((5rS')ra) C a r (5ra ) . 
Hence a is regular, whence S is regular. # 
Definition 3.2.1. A F-semigroup S is said to be commutative if 076 = 67a for all 
a, 6 G 5 and for all 7 e F. 
Corollary 3.2.2. A commutative F-semigroup S is regular if and only if ATA = A 
for all ideal Aoi S. 
Theorem 3.2.3. A regular F-semigroup 5 is a F-group if and only if 67/ = /7e = / 
and e/3/ = //3e = e for any two idempotent e = e7e and / = f(3f. 
Proof: Suppose 6* is a F-group. Let e = 676 and / = f5f be two idempotents in S. 
Then e is the identity element of a F-group 5^ and / is the identity element of the 
group S^. Now / G 5^. Hence e o / = / o e = / . This shows that 67/ = /7e = / . 
Similarly e5f = f6e = e 
Conversely suppose that the given condition holds in a regular F-semigroup S. 
Let a^ S. Then there exist 7,5 G F and 6 G 5 such that 
o = 07(6<5a) = (076)50. 
Let e = h5a and / = 076. Hence 676 = e and f5f = / are two idempotents in 
S. To prove the converse of the theorem, it is enough to show that 5-y is a group. 
For this, let c = {cad)Pc be an element in S where, Q;,;5 G F and d G 5. Then 
(cad)f3(cad) = {(cad)Pc)ad = cad and {d^c)a{d(3c) = d(3c are idempotents. Now 
670 = e'y{{cad)Pc) = {e^{cad))^c) = {cad)f3c = c 
and 
eye = (ca((//?c))7e = ca{{d(5c)^e) = ca(d'yc) = c. 
Hence e o c = c o e = c, for all c G Sy. Again f-ye = e. Hence (o76)/?e = e. Then 
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a'y{bPe) = e. Also 
(b/3e)7a = bp{e^{ajb)0a) = bl3{e^{fPa)) = bp{{e^f)(3a) = b(5{f(3a) = bf3a = e. 
Therefore for a, there exists bje G S^ such that a o (bje) = {bye) o a = e. 
Hence S-y is a F-group. # 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let 5 be a regular F-semigroup and o e 5. Let a — {aab)Pa, b e S 
and a, Per, such that b G V£{a). Then 
(i) aab and bPa are idempotents, and 
(ii) aTZaabCb, aCbPaTZb. 
Lemma 3.2.5. Let 5* be a F-semigroup. If a = a'y{bSa), where b e S and 7, (5 G F, 
be a regular element of 5", then (a)r = 07^ and {a)i = SPa. 
Lemma 3.2.6. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. An element a G 5 is regular if and only if 
{a)r = e-yS for some 7-idempotent e £ S. 
Lemma 3.2.7. Let 5 be a regular F-semigroup and let a E S. Suppose e = eae 
and / = fPf be two idempotents with eTZaCf. Then there exists unique b G V^{a) 
such that a/56 = e and baa = / . 
3.3. Natural Pzirtial Ordering on Regular F-semigroups 
Definition 3.3.1. Let S" be a F-semigroup and E be the set of all idempotents of 
S. Define a relation ' < ' on E by e < / (e, / G £•) if and only if there exist a, /3 G F 
such that eae = e and fPf = / and e = eaf = //3e. 
Lemma 3.3.1. ' < ' is a partial order on E. 
Proof: (i) Let e be any idempotent. Then there exists 7 G F such that e'ye — e. 
Therefore e < e. 
(ii) Let e < / and f < e. Then, by definition, there exist a, /3,5,7 G F such that 
eae = e, fpf = / and e = eaf = fpe, eje = e, fSf = / and / = fSe = ejf. 
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Then 
e = eaf = ea{e^f) = {eae)^f = e^f = f. 
Hence ' < ' is antisymmetric. 
(iii) Let e < / and f < g. Since e < / , there exist a,P ET such that 
eae = e, fPf = / and e = eaf = //?e. 
Again from f < g, there exist 7, (5 e F such that 
hf = / , 9^9 -= 5 and / = / 7 ^ = £/5/. 
Now 
and 
Then 
and 
e/3e — {eaf)f3e 
= ea(//?e) 
= eae = e, 
/7e - MfPe) 
= (/7/)/3e 
= e 
676 = (ea/)7e 
= eQ;(/7e) 
= eae 
= e. 
e75' = {eaf)'yg = ea{fPg) = e a / = e 
5(5e == g5{f^e) = {g5f)je = fSe = e. 
Hence e < (7. Thus ' < ' is a partial order on E. # 
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3.4. Completely Simple F-semigroups 
Definition 3.4.1. A r-semigroup S is said to be completely simple if it is simple 
and contains a minimal (with respect to the partial order < defined in Section 3.3) 
idempotent element in S. 
Definition 3.4.2. A F-semigroup S is said to be bi-simple if V is the universal 
relation on S. 
Lemma 3.4.1. Let 5 be a regular F-semigroup and let e — eae and / = fPf be 
any two idempotent in S. Then 
(i) eVf if and only if there exists a E S and b E Vg'{a) such that aPb = e, baa = f; 
(ii) If Je, Jf are two J'-equivalence classes containing e and f respectively, then 
Je < Jf if and only if there exist a E S, b EV^{a) such that a^b = e, baa < / ; 
(iii) If any two idempotents in S are I>-equivalent, then any two elements in S are 
P-equivalent. 
Proof: (i). eVf. Then there exists aeS such that eUaCf a s ^ ' = £o7^ = 7^o£. 
Then, by Lemma 3.2.7, there exists a unique b G Vp{a) such that af3b — e, baa = / . 
Conversely let af3b = e, baa = f for some b G Vp'{a). Then, by Lemma 3.2.4, 
aTl{aab) and a£{b^a). Therefore aTZe and aCf. Thus eTZa and aCf. Hence eVf. 
(ii). Let Je < Jf [Je < Jf if STeTS C 5F/F5] . By Lemma 3.2.5, 
{Sae)aS C {Spf)/3S. 
Then e = (ci/3/)/3d for some Ci,d G S. Let e = {eaci)Pf and b = {fpd)ae. Then 
{af3b)aa = {{{eaci)pf)p{{ff3d)ae))aa 
= {eai{{cipf)pd)ae))aa 
— {ea{eae))aa 
= eaa 
- ea{{eaci)Pf) 
= {eaci)Pf = a, 
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and 
Hence b e V^{a). 
Now 
and 
{baa)Pb - ba{a/3b) 
= ba{{{eac,)pf)p{{ff3d)ae)) 
= ba{ea{{{c,l3f)l3{f/3d)ae)) 
= ba{ea{eae)) 
= bae 
= {{fpd)ae)ae 
= {fpd)a{eae) 
= {fPd)ae 
= b. 
aab - {{eaci)(3f)P{{fPd)ae) 
= e{{cMfPf)Pd))ae) 
= ea{{cip{fpd))ae) 
= ea{eae) 
baa = {{fl3d)ae)a{{eaci)f3f 
= ((//3d)a(((eQ;e)Q;Ci)Q;/) 
= ifPd)a{{eaci)f3f). 
Now we prove that baa is an idempotent. 
{baa)P{baa) = ba{a(5{baa)) 
— baa. 
Further, 
{baa)l5f = ba{apf) 
= ba{{ieac^)Pf)/3f) 
= ba{{eaci)pf) 
= baa, 
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fPibaa) = {fpb)aa 
= ifp{{fpd)ae))aa, 
and 
{{{f(3f)(5d)ae)aa = {(fl3d)ae)aa 
— baa. 
Hence (baa) < f. 
Conversely let aab = e and (baa) < f, where b e Vp{a). 
Then 
e = aPb 
= {a(3b)a{aPb) 
= {a(5{baa)(3b 
= {ap{{baa)Pf))l3b ( Since {baa) < f ) 
= {aaf)ab G {S(3f)(3S. 
Therefore Je < Jf-
(iii). Let a, 6 G 5. Since 5" is regular, a = aa(c/3a), for some c e S, a,PeT 
and 6 = Qyyd)5b, for some d G 5 and 7, (5 G F. Let hi — c^a and /i2 = bjd. Then 
/iiQ;/ii = {cPa)a{cPa) = cP{aacPa) = c^a = /ii 
and 
/i2(5/i2 = {b^d)5{lrfd) - {byd6b)-fd = byd = /12. 
Hence /ii and /i2 are idempotent elements in S. Also hi = cpa and a — aahi imply 
that aChi. Also from /i2 = bjd and 6 = h2Sb, we have that /i27^6. Now from the 
assumption hi'Dh2, there exists Ci G 5 such that hiCci and Ci7 /^i2- Hence a£ci and 
Ci7^6. Consequently aP&. # 
Lemma 3.4.2. If S" is a completely simple F-semigroup, then 
(i) 5 is a regular F-semigroup; 
(ii) 5 is a bi-simple F-semigroup; 
(iii) Every idempotent of S is minimal; 
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(iv) Each principal right(left) ideal of S is both maximal and minimal. 
Proof: (i) Let 5 be a completely simple F-semigroup. Then S is simple and contains 
a minimal idempotent element e. Let e = eae, for some a G F. By Corollary 3.1.2, 
SaeaS = S. 
Let a e S. Since S is simple, by Lemma 3.1.1, S'FaF^' = S. Therefore 
S'FaFS' = SaeaS. Hence a = {cae)ad, where c,d E S and e = {c2Pia)f32d2, where 
C2,d2GS, / 3 I , / 3 2 G F . 
Now 
a = {caejad 
= {ca{eae))ad 
= {cae)a{ead) 
= {ca{eae))a{ead) 
= {{cae)ae)a{ead) 
= {ciae)adi, 
where ci = cae, di = ead. Again 
e — {eaejae — (ea{{c2Pia)P2d2))cte = {{eac2)f3ia)P2{d2Cte). 
Thus 
e = {c3Pia)l32d3, where, C3 = eac2, ds = d2ae. 
Let / = dMd3Ct{c3f3iCi)). Then 
/ a / = (c?i/32(<i3a(c3/3iCi)))a(di^2(rf3a(c3Q;iCi))) 
= {dif32d3)a{{c3f3i{cae)a{ead)))f32{d3a{c3l3ici))) 
= {diP2d3)a{{c3Pi{{cae)ad))f32{dza{c3piCi))) 
= {di/32d3)a{{c3Pia)P2{d3a{c3piCi))) 
= {diP2d3)a{ea{c3PiCi)) 
= (di^2(c^3ae))a(c3/3ici) 
= {di(32{id2ae)ae))a{c3(3iCi) 
= (<ii^2((rf2ae))a(c3/3ici) 
= {d2p2d3)a{c3PiCi) 
= {dip2id3a{c3pici)) ^ / . 
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Thus / is an idempotent. 
Now 
fae = (rfi/?2(oJ3a(c3/?iCi)))ae 
= di{dza{czl5i{ciae))) 
= di^2{d:iOt{cpi{{cae)ae))) 
= di/32(4a(c3A(cae))) 
= dMd^aiczJiiCi)) 
= /• 
Proceeding as above, we can also show that eaf = / . 
Hence there exists a G F such that eae = e, faf = / and eaf = fae = / . Thus 
f < e. Since, by hypothesis, e is minimal, / = e. Now 
a — {c\ae)adi 
= {ciaf)adi 
= {cia{dx(52{dza{czl5ici))))adi 
= {{{cae)a{ead))p2{dza{cz(5ici))))adi 
= (((cae)ad)/32(d3a(c3Aci)))adi 
= {ap2dz)oL{cz^\{ciadi) 
= {a^2dz)a{czPi{{cae)a{ead))) 
^ {a[52dz)a{czl5i{{cae)ad)) 
= {ap2d3)a{c3pia) 
= a(52{hPia) (where b = d^acz G 5). 
Thus a is regular. Hence 5 is a regular F-semigroup. 
(ii). Let 5 be completely simple. Then S is simple and contains a minimal 
idempotent e. Let e = eae for some a e F. Also, let / = / / 3 / , /5 G F be an 
idempotent of 5. Since S is simple, then, by Corollary 3.1.2, {Sae)aS = 5 and 
{SPf)pS = S. Hence {Sae)aS = {S(5e)i3S. Then / 6 {Sae)aS. Let / = {cae)ad, 
where c,d E S and let a = fP{cae) and b = {ead)Pf. Then 
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aa{bpa) = {fp{cae))a{{{ead)Pf)pa) 
= fPii{{caieae))ad)pf)pa) 
= f/3{{{{cae)ad)f3f)betaa) 
= fPiifPma) 
= ifPifPma) 
= fpa 
= fPifPicae)) 
= (//3/)/3(cae) 
= fPicae) 
— a. 
Proceeding as above, we can show that h(5{aah) = b. Hence b G V£{a). 
Now 
aab = {f p{cae))ot{{ead)(5 f) 
= f(3{{cae)a{{ead)m) 
= fmMeae))ad)Pf) 
= fm{cae)ad)Pf) 
= f 
and 
baa = iiead)Pf)f3{fp{cae)) 
= {{ead)P{fPf)p{cae) 
= {{ead)Pf)p{cae). 
Now we show that b^a is an idempotent. 
{bpa)a{bpa) = bp{aa{bpa)) 
= b0a (since b e Vf{a)). 
Also 
{bpa)ae = {{{ead)Pf)P{cae)ae 
= {{ead)Pf)p{{cae)ae) 
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= {{ead)pf)pica{eae)) 
= {iead)Pf)P{{cae) 
= {iead)pf)p{f(3{cae) 
= baa 
and 
ea{bPa) = ea{{{ead)Pf)P{cae)) 
= ea{{ead)p{f0{cae))) 
= {{eQd)l3f)P{cae) 
= {{ead)Pf)P{fp{cae)) = baa. 
Hence (6/5a) < e. But, by hypothesis, e is minimal. Therefore 6/3a = e. 
Now e = b/3a and a = fl3{cae) — {fl3c)ae. Therefore eCa. Again from / = aah and 
a = f(3{cae), aTlf. This imphes that eVf. This shows that any two idempotents in 
S are P-related. Since S is completely simple, by (i), S is regular. Then by Lemma 
3.4.1(iii), any two elements of S are X*-related. Hence S is bi-simple. Thus (ii) holds. 
(iii). From the assumption it follows that S is simple and contains a minimal 
idempotent e. Let e = eae, for some a E T. Consider an idempotent f E S. To 
prove (iii), it is enough to show that / is minimal with respect to the partial or-
der ' < '. For this assume that g be an idempotent of S such that g < f. Then 
there exist 7,(5 G F such that g5g — g, f^f — f and g — gSf = f'yg. Then 
9ig = {gSfhg = g5{f^g) = gSg = g. 
Proceeding as in the first part of the proof (ii), there exist a,b,c,de S such that 
/ = {cae)ad 
a = /^(cae) 
b = {ead)'yf 
baa — e. 
and 
act (67a) = a. 
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Now 
Now 
aae = 001(670) 
= a ( from (4) ). 
eab = ea{(ead)^f) 
= ea{d'yf) 
= b ( from the above equalities ) 
aab = {f'y{cae))a{{ead)-ff) 
= f-f{{cae)a{{ead)jf)) 
= fj{{{ca{eae)ad)^f) 
= fnf{{{cae)ad)jf) 
= flihf) ( since {cae)ad = / ) 
= /• 
= {bj9h{{ao!b)j{g^a)) 
= ihghiflidio,)) ( since aab = f ) 
= ihghiif^gha) 
= (fnghidja) (since fig = g) 
= higiigia)) 
= fniigi/gha) 
= 67(970). 
Also Qr){g^a))ae = b^ig^a) and 60(67(^70) = (606)7(970) = 67(970) by eQ6 = 6. 
Hence {b^{g^a)) < e. But, by hypothesis, e is minimal. Hence 67(970) = e. Again 
g = g^f = fig-
Now 
9 = 9<5/ = 5(^(/7/) = (^^/)7/ = Uig^f-
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Also 
9 = {fighf 
= {{aab)jg)j{aab) ( since / = aab ) 
— aa{{bjg)'y{aab)) 
= aa{eab) (since e = {b^g)ja) 
= aab ( since eab = b) 
= f-
Hence / is minimal. 
(iv). The principal right ideal generated by a is aTS which is equal to 67^, by 
Lemma 3.2.6, where 676 = e, 7 G F. Similarly the principal right ideal generated 
by b is brS = f6S, where / - fSf, SeT. Let 67^ < f5S (i.e. e-fS C fSS). 
Then e = fSci, for some Ci G S. Now 
f5e = /5(/5ci) 
= fSci 
and ej(fSe) = 676 = e. Again 
{ejf)5{ejf) = ej{fS{eyf)) 
= (e7(/5e))7/ 
= 67/ . 
Thus 67/ is an idempotent. 
Also {e'yf)5f = ea{f6f) = 67/ and /5(e7/) = {f6e)'yf = 67/ as /(5e = e. Hence 
(^7/) < / . Since S is completely simple, every idempotent of S is minimal(by(iii)). 
Hence 67/ = / . Now fdd G /(55, for some d e S. Therefore fSd = (e^f)5d. As 
{e'yf)6d = ej{fSd) G 675, we have that f5S C 675. 
Hence 676' = fSS. Thus aF^ = bFS. Hence each principal right ideal of S is 
both maximal and minimal. Similarly we can show that each principal left ideal of 
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S is both maximal and minimal. This completes the proof. # 
Lemma 3.4.3. If 5 be a regular F-semigroup such that every idempotent of S is 
minimal, then S is completely simple. 
Proof: To prove S is completely simple, it is enough to show that S is simple. Let 
e = 676 and / = f5f be any two idempotents in S and let a £ V^{e^f). Then 
((67/)(5a)7(e7/) = e^f and {a'y{e^f))Sa = a. 
Let g = {f5a)'ye. Then g is an idempotent, because 
{919) = {{fSa)je)j({f5a)ja6e 
= /<^(((a7(e7/))<5a)7e) 
= f^iaje) 
= (/5a)7e 
= 9-
Also 
and 
g^e = {{f6a)'ye)'ye = {f5a)'y{eje) = {f5a)^e = 5-. 
/<^5 - fS{{f6a)^e) = {{f6f)5ahe = {f6a)^e = 5. 
Therefore 5 = ^76 = fSg. Now 675 is an idempotent, since 
(ejghiejg) = ej{{gje)jg) = e'y(g^g) = 67^. 
Also {ejg)^e = e^{gje) = ejg and e'y{e'yg) = {e'ye)^g = 67^. Thus (67^) < e. 
Then from 675^  = e and ^76 = g, gCe. Similarly gTZf. Hence eVf. Therefore all 
idempotents of S are P-related. Then, by Lemma 3.4.1, any two elements are T>-
related. Thus S is bi-simple. Therefore S is simple. Hence 5* is completely simple. 
This completes the proof. # 
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Chapter IV 
Inverse F-semigroups and idempotent separating 
congruences 
Introduction: 
In 1987-88, Saha and Seth defined inverse F-semigroup and described the max-
imum idempotent separating congruence on an inverse F-semigroup. Again in 1974, 
Venkatesan studied right(left)inverse semigroups in semigroup theory. In 2000, 
Chattopadhyay introduced right (left) inverse F-semigroups and described maximum 
idempotent congruence on a right(left) inverse F-semigroup. First part of this chap-
ter discusses the inverse F-semigroup and idempotent separating congruence on in-
verse F-semigroup. The second part of the chapter introduces the right inverse 
F-semigroup and describes maximum idempotent separating congruence on a right 
inverse F-semigroup. Most of the material included in this chapter occurs in the 
nterature namely [4], [26], [27] and [28]. 
4.1. Inverse F-Semigroups and Idempotent Sepzirating Congruences 
Definition 4.1.1. A regular F-semigroup S is called an inverse F-semigroup if 
|y^(o)| = 1, for all o G 5 and a ,^ € F, whenever |V^^(o)| is non-empty. That is 
every element a of S has a unique (a, /?)-inverse if (a, /?)-inverse exists. 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let S be a F-semigroup. Then S is an inverse F-semigroup if 
and only if (i) S is regular and (ii) if e and / be any two a-idempotents of S, then 
eaf = fae. 
Theorem 4.1.2. Let S be an inverse F-semigroup. If e be an a-idempotent and 
/ be a /9-idempotent of S, then eaf, fae are ;9-idempotents and e/3/ and fPe are 
a-idempotents of S. 
Proof: Let e and / be two elements of S such that e is an a-idempotent and / is 
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a /3-idempotent. Since S is an inverse F-semigroup and eaf G S, let x G Vg{eaf) 
such that {eaf)Sx'y{eaf) = eaf and x^{eaf)6x = x. Let g = fSx'^eaf and let 
h = fSx'-fe. Then 
{fSx'yeaf)P{f5x^e)a{f5xjeaf) = f6{x^eaf5x)^eaf ~ fSx^yeaf = g. 
This shows that gPhag = g. Similarly hagPh = h. Hence g G V^{h). Also 
e a / G V^(/i)- Since S is an inverse F-semigroup, g = eaf. Hence eaf is a /?-
idempotent. Similarly //3e is a ^-idempotent and efif, fPe are a-idempotents. 
Hence the theorem. # 
The following lemma can easily be proved. 
Lemma 4.1.3. Let S be an inverse F-semigroup. Let a E S. If a' G V^{a), then 
for any a-idempotent e of 5 
(i) a'yeaa', aae^a' are (5-idempotents. 
(ii) a'Seaa, a'aeSa are 7-idempotents. 
Lemma 4.1.4. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and let a,6 G 5. If a' G V^^^{a), U G V^^{b), 
then b'f32a' G V^^{aaib) and b'aia' G V^ '^(a/?26). 
Proof: Let a' G V^ ^^ C^a) and b' G l^^t(6). Then 
aaia'a2a = a, a'a2aaia' — a', bPib'Pb — b and b'/32bf3ib' = b'. 
Now a'a2a is an oi-idempotent and bPib' is a ;52-idempotent. Hence a'a2aa\b(5ib' is a 
/32-idempotent, bPib'^2^'0^20^ is an ai-idempotent, a'a2aj32bl3ib' is an ai-idempotent 
and bPib'aia'a2a is a ;02-idempotent. As a'a2aaibPib' is a /32-idempotent and 
bpib'/32a'a2a is an oii-idempotent, we have 
(oai6)/5i(6'/?2a')a2(aai6) = aai{o! a2aaibPxb')P2{(^ OL2aaibi5ib')j32b 
— aaia'a2aaibPib'P2b 
— aaib. 
ib'P2a')a2{aaib)Piib'P2a') = b'p2{bpib'p2a'a2a)ax{bpib'p2a'a2a)aia' 
= b'p2bPib'p2a!a2aaia' 
= b'^20'. 
Hence b'p2a' G y^"^(aai6). Similarly it can be shown that b'aia' G Vp^{aP2o!). # 
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Lemma 4.1.5. Let 5 be a regular F-semigroup. Let a,b e S. Then aHb if and 
only if there exists a' e V^{a), b' G V^{b) such that a'ya' = b^b', a'5a = b'5b. 
Proof: Let oHb. Then aCh and oRb. Let a! e V^{a). Then aCa'Sa and aTZa^ya'. 
Again alZb. Then aja'TZbJCa'Sa. By Lemma 3.2.7, it follows that there exists a 
unique b' G V^(b) such that 676' = aja', b'Sb = a'Sa. 
Conversely let aja' = bjb', a'Sa — b'5b for some a' G V^{a) and b' G V^{b). Then 
aTZa^a' — b^b'TZb. Hence aWi. Again aCa'Sa = b'5bCb. Hence alib. # 
Definition 4.1.2. Let -S be a regular F-semigroup. A congruence p on S is said to 
be an idempotent separating congruence on S if for any two a-idempotents e and / 
in S such that {e, f) e p, e = f. 
Lemma 4.1.6. Let S be a regular F-semigroup. If p is an idempotent separating 
congruence on S, then p CTi. 
Theorem 4.1.7. Let S be an inverse 7-semigroup. Then the relation 
p = {{a,b) e S X S : there exist7,5 G F, a' G V^{a), b' G V^{b) satisfying 
aae-ya' = bae^b' for every a-idempotent e = eae G 5 } 
is the maximum idempotent separating congruence on S. 
Proof: It is immediate that p, is reflexive and symmetric. To prove that p is 
transitive, suppose (a, 6) and (6, c) G p. Then, by definition, there exist 7,5 in 
F, a' in V^^ (a) and b' G V *^(6) such that aae^a' ~ bae-yb', for every idempotent 
e = eaee S. From (6,c) G p, there exist 71,61 G F, b* G V:J^(6), c* G V^l{c) such 
that bPfjib* = c^/7ic*, for every idempotent / = / / ? / G iS. Now 
byb6a = byb'Sa^ya'Sa^ya'Sa 
= tyb'5{a'y{a'6a)'ya')Sa 
= byb'6ky{a'5a)^b'5a 
= (ir)'(a'5o)76')5a 
= a'y{a'6a)ja'5a 
= a. 
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Then a'yi{b*Sib)^a' = byib*Si}ryb' = b^b'. 
Let a = b*5ib-fa'Sbyb'. Then 
a'jiada = a'yib*5ibja'6b^b'5a 
- {a-fi{b*Sib)ja')6bjb'Sa 
= b-fi{b*5ib)jb'6bjb'6a 
= b^b'Sa 
— a 
and 
aSayia — b* Sib^a! 5byb' 5a')ib* 5ib^a' Sb^V 
= 6*(5i?r)'o'5(&76'(^ a)7i6*(5i67a'(5676' 
= 6*(5ifc7a'<^(a7i(6Mi6)7a')(J676' 
= 6*(5i67a'(^ 67i6*(5i676'5676' 
= b*5i&ya'Sb^b' 
= a. 
Hence a € V4(^)- ^^^^ ^ t^ c = 6*516710*61676'. 
bjb'Sc— b^b'6(0^1(0* 5ic)jic*)SiC 
= b^b'Shyi{c*Sic)jib*5iC 
= (67i(cMic)7i6*)(JiC 
= C7(c*5ic)7ic*5ic 
= c. 
C7i(6*(ji6)7ic* = 671(6*516)716* 
= 67ife*-
Then 
cyicSc = (c7i 6*^ 1671 c*)(5i676'5c 
= b)\b* 5\b^b'5c 
= b^b'Sc 
= c. 
cScyic = b*Sibyib*Sibjic*6i{tyb'5c)'yic*5ibjb' 
= 6*(Jiirric*(Ji(c7i(6*(5i6)7iC*)(5i676' 
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= b*6ilrfic*5i}rfib*5ilnib*5ilrrb' 
= b*Sib^ic*Sibyib' 
= c. 
Hence cG Kj(c). Then 
aae'yi'a — {aa{e'yib*6ib)ja')5byb' 
= ba{e'yib*5ib)^b'db'yb' 
= cae7ic. 
Therefore {a,c) G //. Hence fx is transitive. 
To show that // is a congruence, let (a, b) e fi and cE S, /3 G P. Then by definition, 
there exist 7,5 G F and a' G V^{a), b' G V^{b) such that aae'ya' = bae'jb' for 
every idempotent e = eae G S. Now a' G V^*(a). Let x G V^*^  (a'5a/?c). By 
Lemma 4.L4, a;(52a' G V^*("')'°'<^ /^^ '^ )- Hence xS2a' G V^2("/^ ^)- Similarly from 
b' G Kf (6) and x G ^ ^^(a'^a^c), x^z^' G V^ibja'dapc). Then, by Theorem 4.L1 and 
as x52b' G y^^jC^^'^^/^c)' "^ ^ ^^^6 
{x52a'5a-yb')6{bPc)^2ixS2a'Sa'yb') = xS2{a'5a)'y{b'6b)Pcj2x62a'6a'yb' 
= xS2ib'6b)j{a'5a)pc-/2xS2{a'Sa)j{b'5b)^b' 
= {x52b'Sbja'Saf3c'y2x52b')5bya'6a'yb' 
— x62b'5bya'Sa'yb' 
= x62{b'5b)'y{a'5a)-fb' = x52a'Sajb'Slryb' 
= xS^a'Sa'yb'. 
Similarly 
{b(5c)^2{x62a'5a-fb')5{b(5c) = b(5c. 
Hence, x52a'5a^b' G V^^{b(5c). Next we prove that cae')2x52a'8a is a /3-idempotent. 
Now e'y2xS2a'Sa^c is an a-idempotent. and x52a'5/3c is a 72-idempotent. By Theo-
rem 4.1.1, we have 
{cae'y2xS2a' 6a)P{cae'y2x52a' 5a) = ca{e'y2x52a'5aPc)ae^2x52a'5aPc^2x62a'6a 
= caeae'y2x52a'5aPc'y2x52a'5aPc^2xS2a'Sa 
= cae^2{x52a'6apc'y2x)52a'6aPc^2xS2a'6a 
= cae'y2{xS2a'SaPc'y2x)62a'6a 
= caej2x52a'5a. 
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Then 
(a/3c)ae72(x52a') = al3{cae'^2x52a' 5a)^o! 
= bPcae^2X^20''ScLlb' 
= {bpc)ae'y2{x52a'5a^b'). 
This shows that {af3c,bpc) G /x. Next let y G V^^ {cj3a'ya'). Also a' G l^ ^*(a). Then, 
by Theorem 4.1.4, a'^^y G V^^{c/3a'ya'5a). Thus a'73T/ G V^*3(c/3a). Similarly from 
y G ^ 4^(0/3070') and b' G y^*(6), 6'73y G V^^icPa^ya'Sb). Now 
aja'Sa = a^ya'Sb^b'Sb^b'Sb 
= aja'S{bj{b'5b)jb'5b) 
= aja'Sa'y{b'Sb)ja'6b 
= {aj{b'5b)ja')Sb 
= b^{b'5b)jb'6b 
= b. 
Thus 6'73t/ G Kf^ (c/3fe). Then 
(c/3a)aej{a'j3y) = cP{aaeja')jsy = cPbaejb'jsy = (cPb)ae'y{b'-y3y). 
This implies that (c/?a, c/?6) G /x. Hence /i is a congruence on S. To show /x is an 
idempotent-separating congruence on S, let e and / be two a-idempotents of S such 
that (e, / ) G /x. Then, by definition, there exist 74,54 G F, e' G ^ ^^(e), / ' G F^"!/) 
such that eugj^e' = fug^^f, for every idempotent 5 = ^z/p G 5. Now 
e a / = fae 
= /Q;(e74(e74(e'74e)74e')74e 
= /Q;e74(e'74e)74/'(54e 
— e74(e'54e)74e'54e = e. 
Again, eae74e' = fae^^f. So, 6746' = /ae74/ ' . eaf-y^e' — / a / 7 4 / ' . Therefore 
/74 / ' = ea/74e'. Hence, eafj4^f = eaf^^e'. Then 
ea / = {eaf^if')5if = {eaf^4e')5if = faf^J'Sif = / . 
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Hence e = f. Thus // is an idempotent separating congruence on S. Finally, suppose 
that p is an idempotent separating congruence on S. Take any {a,b) G p, then by 
Lemma 4.1.6, (a, 6) G n. Now, by Lemma 4.L5, there exists a' G V^{a), b' e V^{b) 
such that a'ya' = kyb' and a'6a — b'5b. Then a' = a'Sa'ya' = a'Sbjb' and 6' = 
b'Skyb' = a'Sa'yb'. Since (a, 6) G p, {a'6a, a'5b) G p and accordingly {a'Sjb',a'5b^b') G 
p. Hence (6', a') G p. Again (a, 6) G p implies {aae'ya',baeja') G p. Also {a',b') G p 
implies {bae^a',bae'yb') G p. Hence {aae'ya',bae'yb') G p. Then aae'ya' = bae'fb', 
since both are 5-idempotents. Hence p Q p,. Thus p is the maximum idempotent 
separating congruence on S. # 
4.2. Right inverse F-senaigroups and Idempotent Separating Congruences 
Definition 4.2.1. A regular F-semigroup S is called a right(left) inverse F-semigroup 
if for any a-idempotent e and for any /5-idempotent / , eaf(5e — f(5e {ePfae — e/?/). 
From the above definition, we can observe that in a right inverse F-semigroup 
for any a-idempotent e and /3-idempotent / , eaf is a /^-idempotent. 
Theorem 4.2.1. The following conditions on a regular F-semigroup are equivalent: 
(i) eF^ n frS = eafTS (= fPeTS) for any a-idempotent e and ^-idempotent / ; 
(ii) 5 is a right inverse F-semigroup; 
(iii) If a be an element of S and a' G V^^{a), a" G T f^^ Ca), then a'(3ia = a"f32a; 
(iv) For any a-idempotent e of S, the elements of the set Fp{e) = {x G 5 : x G 
V^(e)} are (a) /^-idempotent and satisfy (b) xPy — y for all x,y E Fp{e); 
(v) For any a-idempotent e and x' G V^{x), for any element x in S and /? in F, if 
X G 5Fe, then x' G eF5; 
(vi) For any two a-idempotents e and / , if S'Fe = STf, then e = / . 
Proof: (i)=^(ii): Let eTS D fVS = eafTS{= fpeVS) for any a-idempotent e and 
^-idempotent / . i.e; e a / F 5 C fTS. Now eaf G eTS and eaff3f G e a / F 5 C fTS 
i.e; e a / G /FS". Therefore, e a / = f^y for some 7 G F, y G 5. This implies that 
fPeaf = fPf'yy = f^y — eaf. Thus 5 is a right inverse F-semigroup. 
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(ii)=^(iii). Let a' G V^^ia) and a" G Vi^{a), for some a G S and a,/3i,/32 G T. 
Then a'^ia and a"/32a are a-idempotents. Now {a'(3ia)a{a"(32a) = a'^io and, by 
(ii), 
{a"(32a)a(a'(5iaaa"^20) = alfiiaota!'P2O' *-e., {a"P2o)a{a'Piaaa"P20.) = a'Pia. 
Again 
a" P2Cicta'Piaaa" (320' — a" (52aaa" (320' = a!'(32a. 
This imphes that a"/?2a = a'(3ia. 
(iii)=^(iv) Let e be an ct-idempotent and x G V^{e). Again e G V^{e). Hence, 
by (iii), x(3e = eae = e and x = x(3eax — eax. Thus x/3x = eax(3eax = eax = x. 
i.e.; X is a /5-idempotent, Again let y G V^{e). Then, as above, y/3e = e and eay = y. 
This imphes that a;/3t/ = x(3eay = eay = y. 
(iv)=>(v). To prove this, we first prove that (iv)=^(iii). Let a' in V^^a) and 
a" in V(f^(a) for an element a G 5 and a,/?i,/?2 G F. Let t = a'/?iO and u = a"(32a. 
Now 
{a' Pio) a{a" (32a) a{a' Pio) — a'Piaaa'Pia — a! (3ia 
and 
{a" (32a)a{a! (3xa)a{a" (32a) = a"/52a-
i.e., a'pxa G V;'^(a"^2a). Again a"/?2a G y„"(a"/?2a). Hence, by (iv), 
a' (3ia = t = uat — a"(32aaa'Pia = a" (32a, 
which shows (iv)=>(v). Now let e be an idempotent and x £ S and x' G K^(a;) for 
some j5 G r . Let x G SFe . Then x — yye for some y E S and 7 G F. Therefore 
xae = X. Now 
(ea:x')/9xQ;(eax') = eax'(3xax' = eax' 
and 
xaeax' (3x — xax' (3x = x. 
Thus eax' G Kf (x) and x' G V;^(x). Then, by (iii), 
x'(3x = eax'(3x. i.e., x'(3xax' = eax'pxax' = eax'. 
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Therefore x' e eFS. 
(v)=>(vi). Let e and / be two a-idempotents and SFe = STf. Now e = eae in 
SVe = STf, i.e.; e = xyf for some x G S and 7 G F. This impUes that eaf = e. 
Similarly fae = / . Thus / = / a e G STe and / e V;"(/) and, hence by (v), / e eVS 
i.e.; / = e6y for some y £ S and 5 e F and, hence, eaf = f. Thus e = / . 
(vi)=>(i). First we show that (vi)=^(iii). Let a' e V^^ia) and a" e V^^^a). 
Now SFa = ^Ta'Aa = Sra"p2a. So, by (vi), a'/?ia = a"/?2a. Hence (iii)-(vi) are 
equivalent. Now let e be an a-idempotent and / be a /?-idempotent. Now consider 
eaf. By regularity of S, there exist x G S and 7,5 6 F such that eaf-yxSeaf — eaf 
and X = xSeafjx. Now f^xSe is an a-idempotent and e a / G V^{f^x5e). Hence 
by, (iv), eaf is a /?-idempotent and {fPeaf)P{fpeaf) = f^eafPeaf — ffieaf 
i.e., f Pea f is also a /3-idempotent and STeaf = STeafPeaf = STf Pea f. This im-
plies that eaf = fPeaf which implies eafTS C eF5 D fTS. Therefore x = e^yp — 
fSq for some p,q E S and some 7,5 G F. Now eafPx = eax = x i.e.,a; G eafTS. 
Hence eFS" n / F ^ C e a / F 5 . Thus eTS n / F 5 - e a / F 5 . # 
The following theorem is now immediate. 
Theorem 4.2.2. The following conditions on a regular F-semigroup are equivalent: 
(i) 5Fe n STf = STePf (= ST fae) for any a-idempotent e and ^-idempotent / ; 
(ii) S' is a left inverse F-semigroup; 
(iii) If a be an element of S and a' G V^^{a), a" G V^^{a), then aaia' = aa2o"; 
(iv) For any a-idempotent e of S, the elements of the set Fp{e) = {x E S : x e 
V^(e)} are (a) /5-idempotent and satisfy (b) xfiy = y for all x,y E i^ /3(e); 
(v) For any a-idempotent e and x' E Vp(x) for any element x in. S,i(x E eTS, then 
x' E STe; 
(vi) For any two a-idempotents e and / if eFS" = fTS, then e — f. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let S be a regular F-semigroup. Then 5 is a right inverse 
F-semigroup if and only if for all a-idempotent e and ^-idempotent / , fPV^ieaf) 
is equal to V^{eaf). 
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Proof: Let g e Vp{eaf) and 5 be a right inverse F-semigroup. Hence, by Theorem 
4.2.1, g is an a-idempotent. Again f/3eaf = eaf. Thus g = gaeaf/3g = eaffig. Now 
g - ectfpg = f(5eafl3g = ffig. Hence g E ff3V^{eaf) i.e., V^{eaf) C fpv^{eaf). 
Now let g G Vp{eaf). To prove the reverse inequality, it is enough to show that 
fpg e V^{eaf). Now 
and 
Hence 
fPgaeafpfPg = fPgaeafPg = fPg 
eafPfpgaeaf = eaf, 
i.e.; fPV^ieaf) C V^{eaf). 
SPV^{eocf) = V^{eaf). 
Conversely let e and / be two a-idempotents such that SVe = STf. Then eaf = e 
and fae = / . By hypothesis, e = eaf = fax for some x G V^"(eQ;/). 
Therefore 
/ = fae = fa{fax) = fax = e. 
Thus 5" is a right inverse F-semigroup. # 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let 5 be a right inverse F-semigroup and e be an a-idempotent and 
let x', x" G V^{x), where x E S. Then x'Seax is 7-idempotent and x'Seax — x"beax. 
Proof: Now 
eax = eaxjx'Sx 
= {x'-fx')8ea{x'-fx')5x 
= x'^x'Seax 
and 
{x' 5eax)^{x' 5eax) — x'cJeaeax 
= x'beax\ 
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i.e.; x'Seax is a 7-idempotent. 
Again 
x'Seax = x'Sx'fx'Seax 
= {x'5x)^{x'5eax) 
= {x"5x)^x'5eax 
= x"6eax. # 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let 5 be a right inverse F-semigroup. Then the binary relation // 
on S defined by 
/i = {(a, 6) G 5 X 5 : there exist 7,5 G T, a' G V^{a) and b' G V^{b) satisfying 
a'Seaa — b'Seab for any a-idempotent e of S } 
is an idempotent separating right congruence on S. 
Proof: It is easy to verify that fj, is reflexive and symmetric. Suppose (a, b) and 
{b, c) G /i. Then there exist 7,5,71,5i in T and a' in V^(a), b' in Kf (6), 6* in F^' (^ )> 
c* in V^ *^ (^c) such that a'Seaa = b'Seab and b*Sif0b — c*Sif(3c for any a-idempotent 
e and /3-idempotent / . Now 
a^b'db = a'ya'Saja'Sajb'Sb 
= a'y{a'5{a'ya')5a)'yb'Sb 
= a'yb'6a'ya'6bjb'5b 
= a'yb'Sa^a'Sb 
= a'yb'6{a'ya')5b 
= a^ya'Saja'Sa 
(1) 
Again, 
cjb'Sb = c7ic*5iC7ic*5iC76'<56 
= c7i6*(JiC7iC* 51676'56 
= C7i6*5i(c7ic*)5i6 
= C7ic*5i(c7ic*)5ic 
= c 
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and 
a'6lrfib*6ia = b'5iryib*6ib 
= b'5b. 
Let a — b'5b^a'Sb^\b* and c — b'SbyiC*6ib^ib*. Now, 
07^10 = ajb'5bya'6byib*Sia 
= a'yb'5b-fb'6b^ib*Sib 
— a^b'6b^b'6b 
= ajb'Sb 
= a ( b y ( l ) ) . 
and 
Thus a eV^'(a). 
Again 
and 
aSiaja = b'5bja'Sb^ib*5ia^b'5bja'6byib* 
= b'5b-fa'Sbjib*Sia^a'Sb-fib* ( by(l) ) 
= b'5b^{a'5{bjib*)5ia)^a'Sb-fib* 
= b'5b-(b'5bjib*6ikya'5b^ib* 
= b'5bjib*5ibja'5b^ib* 
= b'Sb^a'Sb^ib* 
— a. 
cycSiC = cY_6kyiC*5ibjib*5ic 
= cjb'5bjib*5ib^ib*5ib 
~ cyb'5b^\b*5ib 
= cjb'Sb 
= c 
cSicyc ^ b'5byic*Sibyib*SiC^b'5bjic*Sib^ib* 
= b'5b-fic*5ib-fib*5ic-fic*5ib^ib'' ( by (1) 
= b'6bjib*5ibjib*Sihyib*5ibjic*5ibyib* 
= b'5ib-fib*5ibjic*5ibjib* 
- b'SbjiC*6ib^ib* = c. 
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ThuscGKf^(c). 
Again 
aSieaa = b'6bya'5lrfib*5ieaa 
= b'5lrfa'5{lrfib*Sie)aa (since 6716*^16 is an a-idempotent) 
= b'5bjb'Sb^ib*5ieab 
= b'6bjib*5ieab 
= b'5byib*Sib^ib*5ieab 
= b'5bjic*5ibyib*5ieac 
= c5ieac. 
Hence (a, c) G //. Therefore /i is transitive and consequently /i is an equivalence 
relation. 
Let (a, b) e fi and c G 5, /? G F. Then, by definition of /i, there exist 7, (5 G F 
and a' G V^*(a), 6' G V^{b) such that a'(5eaa = b'Seab for all a-idempotents e. 
Let X G V4'(< '^'5a/3c). Then 
and a(3c^2xd2a'6aPc= a'ja'SaPcj2xS2a'6aPc / ^ ^ 9 L C > ^ ^ > ^ O">'* 
= ajadapc \iS\ J ^ 
Therefore x52b' G Kf^ Ca/^ c). Similarly x^s^' e V:?2(&/?c). 
Now 
(x52a')<^6^("/^c) = x52{a'Seaa)Pc 
= x52b'5eabPc 
Hence (a/?c, 6/3c) G //. Therefore // is a right congruence on S. 
Let e, / be any two ct-idempotents and (e, / ) G //. Then there exist 7,5 G F and 
e' G V^{e), f G V;*(/) such that e'dgOe = /'(^5^/ for any ^-idempotent g. Hence 
e'6eae = f'Seaf, i.e.; e'5e = f'5eaf and e'5eaf — f'Seafaf = f'Seaf. 
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Now 
eaf = eae'deaf 
== ejifSeaf) 
= e'y{e'5eae) 
— e 
and eaf = eafjf'Sf 
— fjfSf ( since S is a right inverse F-semigroup ) 
= /• 
Hence e = / . Therefore fj, is an idempotent separating right congruence on the 
F-semigrouop S. # 
Theorem 4.2.5. Let 5 be a right inverse F-semigroup. Then the binary relation 6 
defined by 
5 — {(a, b) e S X S : {xaa, xab) G /x for all x e S and for all a G F} 
is the maximum idempotent separating congruence on S, where 
/i = {(a, 6) G 5 X 5 : there exist 7,5 G F, a' e V^{a) and b' G V^{b) satisfying 
a'6eaa = b'Seab for any a-idempotent e of S }. 
Proof: Since fj, is an equivalence relation, 5 is an equivalence relation. Now let 
(o, b) e 6 and c e S, f3 e T. Then {xac(5a, xacPcf3b) G /i for all a G F, a; G 5 
and, hence, {c^a, cf3b) G 5 and (xaa, xab) G /i. Again, since // is a congruence, 
{xaafic, xabpc) G /x for all a; G 5 and a G F. This implies that {aPc, hf5c) G 5. 
Hence 5 is a congruence. 
Now to show that 5 is an idempotent separating congruence on a F-semigroup 
S, let e, / be any two a-idempotents and (e, /) G 5. Then {eae,eaf) G /i, i.e.; 
(e, ea / ) G /x. Since e and e a / are both a-idempotents and fj, is an idempotent 
separating, e = ea / . Again {fae,faf) G /x and, since /i is a right congruence, 
{faeaf,fafaf) G /x i.e., {eaf,f) G /x. Since S is a right inverse F-semigroup, 
eaf — f. Thus e = / and consequently 5 is an idempotent separating congruence 
on 5. 
It remains to show that /x is the maximum idempotent separating congruence 
on S. Suppose that p is an idempotent separating congruence on S. Let (a, b) E p 
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and X e S, a GT. Since p is a congruence {xaa, xab) G p. By Theorem 4.1.6, there 
exist c' e V^{c) and d' e V^{d) such that 
C7c' = d'yd', c'5c = d'5d 
i.e.;c' = c'Se'yc' — c'Sdjd' 
and d' = d'Sd'yd' = c'Scyd'. Since {c,d) € p, {c'5c,c'6d) e p and accordingly 
{dSc^d'.c'Sd'jd') 6 p. Hence (c',d') 6 p. Let e be an ai-idempotent in S. Then 
{c!Seaic,d'6eaic) G p. Since (c, d) G p, (d'^eaic, rf'Jeciid) G p. 
Thus (c'5eaic,d'6eaid) G p. Since both are 7-idempotents (Lemma 4.1.1), 
c'SeaiC = d'Seaid for all ai-idempotent e. i.e.; (c, d) E. p, and consequently (a, 6) G 5. 
Thus pQ5. 4 
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Chapter V 
F-Group Congruences on E-Inversive 
F-Semigroups 
Introduction 
Sen and Saha studied some properties of regular F-semigroups in terms of 
(Q,/3)-inverses. In 1992, Seth gave the sufficient condition for a congruence to 
be F-group congruence on a regular F-semigroups. In 2005, Chattopadhyay in-
troduced the concept of right orthodox F-semigroups and gave some interesting 
results for this class of F-semigroups. Further M Siripitukdet and S. Sattayaporn 
studied E-inversive semigroups. In 2009, S. Sattayaporn extended these results to 
E-inversive F-semigroups. This chapter gives a characterization and some proper-
ties of E-inversive F-semigroups. Moreover, this chapter also introduces a F-group 
congruence on E-inversive F-semigroups and gives its characterizations. Most of the 
material included in this chapter occurs in the hterature namely [26], [27], [30] and 
[35]. 
5.1. E-inversive F-semigroups. 
Definition 5.1.1. A F-semigioup S is said to be £'-inversive F-semigroup if for all 
a G 5 there exist x ^ S, a,(3 ET such that aax is a ^-idempotent. 
Definition 5.1.2. Let 5 be a F-semigroup and a E S a,P EF. Then an element 
X E S is said to be a week (a,^)-inverse of a if a; = x^aax. The set of all weak 
(a,/5)-inverses of a is denoted by W^{a). 
Example 5.1.1. Let Q* be the set of all non-zero rational numbers and F be the 
set of all positive integers. For a,b e Q* and a e F, define, aab = \a\ab. We show 
that Q* is an ^-inversive F-semigroup. 
Let £ e Q*, p ^ 0, g ^ 0. Then \p\,\q\ e F. Then £;^=|p| = {-i , i } , where E^ 
denotes the set of /3-idempotents and Ea=\q\ = { — -, - }. Hence yi ^ Q* and 
^l^lp = 1 € £^ (1). Therefore Q* is an ^^-inversive F-semigroup and A G ^o|(^) 
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where \p\, \q\,l G F. 
Next we give some conditions and some results on ^-inversive F-semigroups. 
Theorem 5.1.1. S is an ^-inversive F-semigroup if and only if W^{a) ^ (p for all 
a 6 S and for some a, /3 6 F. 
Proof: Suppose that S is an £'-inversive F-semigroup and a E S. Then there exist 
X E S, a, /3 G F such that aax G Ep. Thus 
{aax)(3{aax) = aax 
{xl3aax)f3aa{x(3aax) = xP{aaxPaaxPaax) 
= xfiaax. 
Therefore xjdaax G W^{a). Hence W^{a) ^ cp for all a G 5 for some a, /3 G F. 
Conversely take any a E S and x G W^{a) for some a, /3 G F. Then x — x^aax 
and aax = (aQ!a;)/9(aai). Hence aax G E^ and, so, S is an JS-inversive F-semigroup. 
Theorem 5.1.3. Every regular F-semigroup is an E-inversive F-semigroup. 
Proof: Let 5" be a regular F-semigroup and a E S. Then there exists x E S and 
a,/? G F such that V^{a) ^ (j). As Vi{a) C W^{a), we have W^{a) i^ 0 and, hence, 
by Theorem 5.1.1, S is an £J-inversive F-semigroup. 
Theorem 5.1.4. A regular F-semigroup is a F-group if and only if Va,/? G F, 
fi<^/ = /Q:e = / a^ iid 6/5/ = //?e = e for any e E Ea and / G E^. 
Definition 5.1.3. Let S" be a F-semigroup and a G F, and let H ~ { H^ : a ET } , 
where Ha are subsets of S, Va G F. if is called a full and weakly-conjugate family 
of 5 if 
(1) Ea CHa\faE F, 
(2) for each a E Ha and b E Hp, a,P ET, aab E Hp and afib E Ha, 
(3) for each a' G W^{a) and c G H^, a,P,^ E F, aac/a', ajcaa' E Hp and a'Pcya, 
a'^ycPa E Ha-
Example 5.1.2. In Example 5.1.1, let 2 e Q*^ where p, ? 7^  0. Then |p|, \q\, 1 G F 
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and 
(1) £^ 1.1 = { - t ' i l ' E\P\ = H'-p} a^d £(1) = {1}. 
Therefore E\gi C H|g|, £"1^1 C H\pi and 77(1) = {1} = -^'(i). 
(2) Let |ii e i/|,|, and i € ^ip,. Then ^^\q\^^ = i G i/,p|, and i |p | i l | e i/,,,. 
(3) Let a = 2 G (5* where p,q^^. Note that i^ f G ^\l\{l) and ^ G //|p|, we have 
ot = k|,i9 = 1,7 = bl- Choose a' = i^ j and c = i. 
Hence aacya'^a'^caa' G if/3 and a'acya,a'jcaa G ifa- Let if = {H\q\,H\pi,H(^i)}. 
Then / / is a full and weakly-conjugate family of Q*. 
Theorem 5.1.5. Let S be an £J-inversive F-semigroup and a,b e S, 6 E T. If 
X G W^{a6b) for some 7,5 G F, then 67X(5a is a ^-idempotent of 5. 
Proof: Let x G W^(a^6) for some 7,5 G F. Then 
{Irfx6a)9{byx5a) = lrf{x5adlr/x)5a 
= fryxSa. 
Hence b'yxSa £ Ee. i^ 
5.2. F-Group Congruences. 
Definition 5.2.1. A congruence p on a F-semigroup S is said to be a F-group 
congruence on S if the quotient F-semigroup S/p is a F-group. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let S be an E-inversive F-semigroup and H = {Ha,ct G F} be a 
full and weakly-conjugate family of 5. Then 
PH = { {0',b) E S X S : aax = yPb for some x G Ha, y E Hp and a, /3 G F } 
is a F-group congruence on S. 
Proof: Let a G 5 and a' G W^{a) for some a,/3 G F. Now, aa(a'/5a) = (aaa')/3a. 
Let a,b e S and (a,6) G Pi/. Then there exist x E Ha and y G ff^ , where a,/? G F, 
such that aax = yf3b. Let a' G W^{a) and 6' G W/(6) for some 7,<5,^,(^ G F. Now 
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hd{{b'(l)y(5h)-i{a'6a)) = ({beb')(f){aax-fa'))Sa. Since a'5a e E^ C H^, by definition 
5.1.3(3), we have b'cjnjpb G He. Thus {b'(tyy(3b)^{a'6a) G Hg. Again beb' GE^C H^. 
By definition 5.1.3(3), aax^a' € Hg, and, by definition 5.1.3(2), we have 
(b6b')(j){aax^a') G Hs- Therefore (a, 6) G pu-
Let a,fe, c G 5 be such that (a, 6) G pn and (6, c) G pn- Then there exist x G ifa, 
y e Hji, z e Hj and w E Hs for some a,P,^,5 G F such that aax = j//36 and 
^72 = w5c. Now 
aa(x72;) = (oaa;)72 
= yPibjz) 
= yP{w5c) 
= {yPw)5c. 
Since 2:72; G /fa and y/5w G Hs, (a, c) G p, and, hence, pn is an equivalence relation 
on the F-senaigroup 5. 
To show that pn is compatible, let {a,b) G pn and ^ G F, c G 5. Then, 
by definition of pn, there exist x E Ha and y E Hp iov a,l3 e T such that 
aax = y/36. Let (/ in W^{c) and j? in W^libOc), h in M/'4'(a^c). By Theorem 5.1.4, 
{cr)2h62a) G £^ &. As EQ C //g, (072/1^20)02; G i!/fl. Therefore, by definition 5.1.3(3), 
(^6{c'y2hS2aax)9c G i/^. Again g5i{b9c) G ^ -^yi C //^^ and, so, by definition 5.1.3(3), 
c'6{c'y2hS2aax9c)'yi{g6ib9c) G H~f. Similarly , since c'6c E E^ C H^ and, by defini-
tion 5.1.3(2), yP{ib9c)jig) G Hs, {{a9c)-yc'6c-f2h)52{yPb9cjig) G Hs,. 
Now, {a9c)^{d5c'-i2h52aax9c^ig5ib9c) = {a9c'yd5c^2h52yPb9c^ig)5i{b9c). 
Therefore (a6'c, b9c) G p/f. Next we show that {c9a, c9b) G pn- Let c' G W^(c), 9 eT 
and w G VKji(c^6), z G W^2 (^c^ a) for some 71,72,61,62 G F. Since z62{c9a) G £^ .y2 ^ -f^ 72> 
by definition 5.1.3(2), z62c9aax G H^^, 070' G £"5 C /f^ . Then, by definition 5.1.3(3), 
w5i(c7c')(5(c^6) G H^,. 
Then (252C^aQ!a;)7i(t(;(5i(c7c')5(c^6)) G if-yj- Similarly, by Theorem 5.1.4, 
a^2z62C E Eg C. Hg. Now, by definition 5.1.3(2), {a^2z62c)9y G Hjj because y G Hp. 
Again, by Theorem 5.1.4, byiw6ic E Eg C Hg. Then {a'y2z62c9y)P{byiw6ic) G i^ e 
and, so, c9{a'f2z62c9yPbjiw6ic)'yd G //^j. Now, 
(c^a)72(z52C^aaa;7iW(JiC7c'5c^6) = {c9a'y2z62c6yf5b^iw6ic^c')6{c9b). 
Hence (c^a, c9b) G p^ and so pn is a congruence on S. 
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To show that S/ pn is a F-group, we will show that SI pn is a regular r-semigroup. 
Let a' e W^{a) where a,(5eT. Then 
aa{a'Pa) = aa{a'^aaa')j3a 
= {aaa')l3{aaa'Pa). 
Since a'Pa E Ea Q Ha and aaa' G E^ C Hp, we get that {a,aaa'Pa) G pn. Hence 
S/PH is a regular F-semigroup. 
Let a, P e T and e e Ea, f E E^. Since Ea C i7„ and E^ C if^, by definition 
5.1.3(2), we get ea / , //?e G F^. Now (ea/)/3/ = (ea/)/3/. Hence (ea/, / ) G pn and 
(/ae)/?/ = {fae)Pf. Therefore ( / ae , / ) G p^-
Thus 
{epH)a{fpH) = / P H = ifpHMepn)-
Similarly we can show that 
{ePf)ae = (e/3/)ae. 
Therefore {ePf,e) G Pi/ and {fPe)ae — (fPe)ae, hence {fPe,e) G pn- Thus 
{epH)P{fpH) = epH = {fpH)P{epH). 
Therefore Sp^ is a F-group, and pn is a group congruence. # 
The following theorem, characterizes F-group congruences on an E-inversive 
F-semigroups S by using a full and weakly-conjugate family of S and the following 
concept. 
Definition 5.2.2. Let 5 be a F-semigroup. If H = {Ha,a G F} is a full and 
weakly-conjugate family of S, then the closure H^j of H is the family defined by 
H^ = {{H^\: 7 e r}, 
where {H^^)-y — {a £ S : haa G H^, for some h G Ha, a G F} 
Remark. Let 5 be a F-semigroup with H = {Ha, a G F} is a full and weakly-
conjugate family of S. Then for all e G Ea, a G F, eae = e e. Ea Q Ha- Hence 
e G {H^)a and V/i G Ha if hah G Ha, we get i/^ C {Hu)a Va G F. 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let S be an £J-inversive F-semigroup such that H — {Ha, a G F} 
is a full and weakly-conjugate family of S. Then 
PH = {(a, ft) eSxS : 076' G (/f,,)5 for some b' G ^^(b)}, 
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hence p*fj = pn-
Proof: By Theorem 5.2.1, 
PH = {(fl, b) e S X S : aax — yPb for some x e Ha, y ^ Hp and a, /3 G F}. 
Let {a,h) e pn- Then (6,0) 6 p^ and there exist x G i?a, y G -f^ /3, a,/3 6 F 
such that hax = y^a. Let h' G VKj(b), 7,5 G F. Then {yPa)jb' = {bax)-fb'. 
By definition 5.L3(3), bax^b' G i/^. Since y e Hj} and yP{ajb') G i/^, we have 
070' G {H^^)s. Then there exist /i G i?, a G F such that ha{a'yb') G i?^. Put 
/ = haajb' G /f^ . Note that, b6{a'(j)haa'yb')5a = b6a'(j)f5a for some a' G W/(a)-
Since a'(j)haa G /f^ , ^ ^ -^a, b9{a'(phaajjb' G i/5 and a'(j)f6a G i/^ e, we have 
b9{a'(f)f6a) — (b9a'(phaa'yb')Sa. Hence {b,a) G pn and (a, 6) G pn- Therefore 
P/f ^ PH and consequently p*jj = pn- # 
Definition 5.2.3. Let p be a congruence on a F-semigroup 5. Then kernel of p, 
denoted by Kerp, is defined as 
Kerp — { (Kerp)a, a G F } where {Kerp)o, = { a E S : epa for some e G -E^ }. 
Example 5.2.1. Let p be a congruence on a F-semigroup S with Eot'=^ (}> for some 
a G F. Let e G Ea. Then epe for all e G Ea, and so e G {Kerp)a. 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let S be an £?-inversive F-semigroup such that H — {Ha, a G F} 
is a full and weakly-conjugate family of S. Then Kerpn = H^. 
Proof: To show that (Kerpti)a — {iiJ)oc for all a G F. Then epj^x for some e e Ea-
By Theorem 5.2.1, there exist y G Hp, z G H^, /5,7 G F such that e/3y = zjx. Since 
ePy G Ha, we get 27^ G /fa and so x G (//a;)a- Again as y G {H^)a, a G F, there 
exist g e H^, 7 G F such that g^y G i^a. Now for some e £ Ea, ea{g'yy) = {eag)^y 
where ^7y G ii/a and eag G /f-y. It now follows that (e, y) G p^ and by defin-
ition 5.2.3, y G {KerpH)a- Therefore {KerpH)a - {Hj)a for all a G F. Hence 
KerpH = H^. i^ 
Theorem 5.2.4. Let S be an E-inversive F-semigroup such that H = {Ha, a G F} 
is a full and weakly-conjugate family of S. Then apnb if and only if one of the 
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following equivalent conditions hold: 
(1) a^h' e iH^)s for some b' e W^{b); 
(2) b'6a G (H^)^ for some b' G W^{b); 
(3) a ' # e {H^)e for some a' £ W}{b); 
(4) bea' e iH^)4, for some a' e W}{b). 
Proof: (1)4^(3). Let Hhea, full and weakly-conjugate family of S and suppose that 
a^a' G {H,^)s for some b' E W^{b) where a,5 ET. Then there exist h e Ha, a G F 
such that haa'ya' G i/5. Let a' G Wg (6) for some 6,(j) ET. Then a'4>{haajb')6a G /fe 
and {a!(j)haa'yb'5a)9a'(f)b = {a'<j)haa)^b'5a6a'4)b G /fg- Therefore a ' # G {H^)e. 
Suppose a ' # G (i/a;)e for some a! G Wg^ (fe), 9,4) eV. Then there exist /i G if/j, /3 G T 
such that h(3{a'(j)b) G i/e and a6{hpa'<j)b)6a' G i?,/,. Therefore for some 6' G Wj(6), 
{a9hpa'(l)bea')(j){ajb') = {aehf3a')(t)b9{a'4>a)jb' G //«. 
Therefore 076' G {Ht^)s-
{2)^{A). Let 6'5a G (//u;)* for some b' G VKj(6), 7,5 G T. Then there exist 
h e Ha, a G r such that ha{b'5a) G Hy. Let a' G Wg'(a) for some 9,4) e T. By 
definition 5.1.3(3), a-f{hab'S)9a' G H^ and b'5a9a'4>b G i/^, ha{b'Sa9a'4)b) G i/^, 
again a'y{hab'5a9a'4>b)9a' G i/,^. 
Now 
{a-fhab'5a9a')4){b9a') = a'y{hab'5a9a'4>b)9a' G i/^. 
Therefore 6^a' G (F^)^. 
Suppose that b9a' G (//ij)^ for some a' G W/(o), ^,0 G F. Then there exist 
hGHa, a G r such that ha{b9a') G i/,^. Let 6' G W^{b) for some 7, () G 1. 
Now 
ib'5hab9a'4)b)^{b'5a) = {b'5hab)9(a'4)bjb'Sa). 
By definition 5.L3, b'5{hab9a'4>b) G H^ and 6'5/ia6 G ^^, a'4)b-fb'6a G 7/^. Thus 
(b'5hab)9(a'4>b-fb'Sa) G /f^ . So {b'5hab9a'4)b)j{b'5a) G /f^ , hence 6'(5a G (^,,)7. 
(4)^(1). Let b9a' G (i/a;)^ for some a' G W/(o), ^,0 G F. Then there exist 
h e Ha, a e r such that ha{b9a') G f/^ . Let b' G Wj(6) for some j,S e T. By 
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definition 5.1.3(3), b9ia'(f)a)jb' e Hs and ha{b9a'(f)a'yb') G Hs. Now 
{habea')(j){a^b') = ha{bea'(j)a^b') e Hg. 
Therefore 076' G {Hu)s-
Suppose that 076' G (H^j)s for some b' G W^(6), 7,5 G F. Then there exist 
h E Ha, a G r such that ha{a^b') G i/5. Let a' G Wg{a) for some ^, (/> G F. Since 
6'(56 G £;^  C if^, by definition 5.1.3(3), a-f{b'5b)ea' G H^ and ha{a-fb'5b9a') G i/^. 
Now 
(/iaa76')5(6^a') = ha(a76'666la') G H^ 
for some 0,4>eT. Therefore b9a' G (.fL)^-
Moreover the symmetric property of pu shows that a^b' G (//w)^ for some(all) 
V G W/(a) if and only if b9a' G {H^)^, for some(all) a' G W/(a). Therefore the proof 
is completed. # 
Lemma 5.2.5. Let C be the collection of all full and weakly-conjugate famihes Hi 
of S, {i G A) where Hi = {//ia,a G F}. Let £/« = fl -f^ ia and U = {Ua : a e F}. 
Then U is a, full and weakly-conjugate family of S and is the smallest element in C. 
Proof: Clearly Ea Q Ua for all a G F. Let a G Ua and b e Up, a,f3 e F. Then 
a G Hia for alH G A and 6 G i/j/j for all i G A. Since Hia,Hip G i/i for all i G A, we 
get aab G Hi^ and a/36 G i?ia for all z G A. It implies that aab G Up and a/36 G f/a-
If a' G W^{a) and c G C/-y, a,/3,7 G F, then c G ifi^, for all z G A. Thus 
aacja', a-ycaa' G i/j^ for alH G A and a'Pcya, a'^c^a G i/ja for alH G A. Hence 
aac^a', ajcaa' G f] Hip — Up and a''~f(3cja,a''ycPa G f) Ifia = Ua-
iSA ieA 
Therefore U is full and weakly-conjugate family of S and (/ is the smallest ele-
ment in C # 
Theorem 5.2.6. Let S be an £?-inversive F-semigroup. If cr is a F-group congru-
ence on S, then Kera is closed, full and weakly-conjugate family of S. Moreover 
<^ = PKercT-
Proof: Suppose cr is a F-group congruence on 5 and Kera = {{Kera)a, OL G F } , 
where {Kera)a = {a e S : eaa for some e G Ea}. We denote Kera by K. There-
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fore K = {Ka, a e T}. Let e e Ea, aeV. Then eae and so ee Ka^ae T. Thus 
Ea ^ Ka^cx e r . Let a e Ka and b e Kp for some a, /3 G P. Then there exist e E Ea 
and f E Ep such that eaa and /cr6. As a is F-group congruence 
(aa6)cr = (acr)a(6a) 
= (e(T)a(/a) 
= {eaf)a 
= f^-
Then (aafc, / ) G a, where f E Ep and aafe G ii'/j. Thus, as cr is F-group congruence, 
(a/?6)cr = (a(7)^(6o-) 
= {eaMfa) 
= iePf)a 
= ea. 
Therefore (aPb, e) G a where e E Ea- Hence aPt E Ka-
Next, Let a' E W^{a) for some a,P ET and c G /T^, 7 G F. Then there exists g E Ej 
such that (c, g) G a. Thus, a is F-group congruence, 
{aacja')a = {aa)a{ca)j(a' a) 
= (a(7)a((^a)7(aV)) 
= (acr)a(a'(7) 
= {aaa')a. 
Therefore aacya'aaaa', where aaa' G Ep. So aacya' E Kp. Similarly we can show 
that a'ycaa' € Kp and a'0c'ya,a'jcPa E Ka- Therefore K is a full and weakly-
conjugate family of S. 
To show that K^ = (K^)^ for all 7 G F. By definitions 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, K^ C (K^)^. 
To show that {Ku)y Q K^, let x E (iC)7- Then there exist h E Ka, a ET such that 
hax E Kr^. Consequently {hax)a = ga where, g E E^ ox {ha)a{xa) = go. Since 
h E Ka, a G F, we get {h, e) E a, where e G Ea- So ha = ea and ecr is an identity 
of SI a for all a G F. Then 
ga — {ha)a{xa) 
= (ea)a{xa) 
— xa 
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because cr is a F-group congruence. Thus x € Ky. Hence K^ = {Ku)-y 
To show that a = px, by Theorem 5.2.2 and as iC is full and weakly-conjugate 
family of 5, it follows that 
PK = {{a, b)eSxS:ajbe {K^)5 = Ks for some b' e W^{b), 7, (5 e T}. 
Let (a, 6) G PK- Then 076' G K5 for some 6' G H^^(6), 7,5 G T. It implies that 
(076', e) ^a where, e e Es and {a'jb'Sb, eSb) G a. Since b'Sb G Ey,we get 
acr = {aa)'y(b'Sb)a — (ea)S{ba) = ba, so (a, b) e a and hence Pi<: C a. 
Finally we shall show that a C. pK- Let (a, 6) G cr and b' G W^ -^ (&) for some 
7,5 G F. Then {a^b',b^b') G <T. Since 676' G -E5, we get 076' G £^ 5 C iC .^ Thus 
(a, 6) G px Therefore a = PK- # 
Theorem 5.2.7. Let S be an E-inversive F-semigroup and C be the collection of 
all full and weakly-conjugate famihes of 5 with H E C. Let pn be defined as in 
Theorem 5.2.1. Then pu is the least F-group congruence on S and Kerpu = Uw 
Proof: Let p be an arbitrary F-group congruence on S. By Theorem 5.2.6, we 
obtain a = px, where K = Kera and K is a full and weakly-conjugate family of 5. 
Since U is the smallest full and weakly-conjugate family of S, we get that U C K. 
Let (a, b) G pu- Then there exist x ^UaQ Ka, a £ K and y G C//? C Kjj, /3 G F 
such that aax = y/?6. Thus (a, b) E PK == cr. Hence p{/ is the least F-group congru-
ence on 5. By Theorem 5.2.3, Kerpu — Uu 
•'w 
The following theorems provides characterizations of Fgrroup congruences on 
£^-inversive F-semigroups as obtained for regular F-semigroups in [35]. 
Theorem 5.2.8. Let S be an E-inversive F-semigroup with p^ a F-group con-
gruence on S, where i7 is a full and weakly-conjugate family of S. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) apnb; 
(2) afxx^b' G Hs, for some x e Hf,, /x G F and for some (all) b' G W^{b); 
(3) a'^x/ib G He, for some x e Hf,, // G F and for some (all) a' G Wg{a); 
(4) bfixda' G H4,, for some x G Hf,, fxeT and for some (all) a' G Wg{a)] 
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(5) h'SxjJia e Hy, for some x G i/^, // G T and for some (all) b' G W^{b); 
(6) aax = yf3b for some a, /3 € F and for some x e 77^, V ^ -f^ /?; 
(7) xao = bf5y for some a, 5^ G F and for some x G Ha, y G i^ f/?; 
(8) HplSaaHa n H^pbaHc, + $ for some a,/3 G F. 
Proof: (2)^(3). Suppose that 0/11x76' G F^ for some x £ H^, and 6' G W^{b), 
7, (5, /i G F. If a' G Wg*(a) for some 9,(f)eT, then o'^a e EQ C He and 6'5x/i6 G i?^. 
Since {afj,xjb')5x G H^, and x^{b'6xfib) G i/^, we have 
a'(f){afix'yb'5x)^ = {al(j)a)ix{x^{b'5xpib)) G i?6>-
(3)=^(6). Let a'<^x/i6 G //» for some a' G W^^(a) and x G //^, 6,4), fie F. Thus 
a6{a'(t)xijb) = (aOa'cpx)^, where a'4>xjxb G i/^ and a9a'(px G //^. Hence (6) holds. 
(6)=^(8). Let aax = y/?6 for some a,/? G F and x G Ha, y G if/?. Then 
yP(aax) — {yPb)ax. Since yP(aax) G H^paaHa and (yPb)ax G H^PbaHa, we get 
that HpPaaHa n HpPaaHa ^ $, for some a, /3 G F. 
(8)=^(2). Let H^PaaHa n H^PaaH^ ^ $, for some a,/3 G F. Then 
xPaay — XiPbayi for some x, xi G ///3 and y, j/i G HQ. 
Let a' G iy/(a) for some ^,0 G F and b' G W^{b) for some 7,5 G F. Then 
{a'(f)xPa) G ^ 6) and {a'4>xPa)ay G i/6i- Since a^a' G ii/,/,, aOa'cpXi G -f/^ g and 
bayijb' e Hg, we get that {a6a'(j)Xi)P{bayi'yb') G i / j . Then 
ad{a'(t>xpaay)'yb' — {a6a')(p{xPaay)'yb' 
= {aea')(f){xiPbayi)^b' 
= {aea')(j)Xip{bayx^b') G if .^ 
Hence (2), (3), (6) and (8) are equivalent. 
(2)=>(4). Suppose that a^x'^b' G i/^ for some x e H^ and 6' G W^{b), j,S,fxe 
F. Let 6' G V :^J(6) for some 7, SeT. Now 
bij,{x9a'4>afj,X'yl/5a)da' = {bfxx6a'<f)a^j,x'yb')6(a6a'). 
By definition 5.1.3(3), we have a'4){aixx'yb')5a G /f^ - So x9{a'(f)afixjb'5a) G i/^. 
Since a^a' G i/,^, and, by definition 5.1.3(3), we have bi^x9a'(f>aiJ,xjb' G i/5. Then 
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{hjixOa'(I)a^xx^b')5{a9a') G H4,. Hence b^{x9a'(l)aij,x^b'5a) e H^. 
(4)=»(5). Suppose buxOa' G H^ for some x e H^ and a' G M^/(a), 6,(p,n e T. 
Let 6' G W^(6) for some 7,(5 G F. Now b'6{bfix9a'(px)fia = (b'5b)fj,x0{a'4>x^xa). Since 
{bjjix9a')(j)x G i/^ and fe'56 G i/^, a'^xixa G l^e, {b'Sb)(j,{x9{a'(l)Xfia)) G /^T-. Hence 
b'5{bfix9a'(j)x)fia G i^^. 
(5)^(7). Let 6'(5a;/xa G //T, for some b' G W^(6), x e H^, and 7,5,/i G F. Now 
{b^b'5x)fxa = b^{b'5xixa). Since 676'5a: G i7^ and b'Sxixa G Z/^, we have (7). 
(7)=^(1). Let xaa = 6/??/ for some a, ^ G F and x G ifa, y G iZ/j. Let a! G Wg'(a) 
for some ^,0 G F. and 6' G Wf(b). Now, a9{a'(j)xaa^b'6b) = {a6a'(i)b^y^b')5b. Since 
b'5b G i/-y and a'cpxaa G //e, we have {a4>xaa)^{b'5b) G i?^. Since a^a' G Htp and 
6/3y76' G //6, we have {a9a')(t){b(5y^b') G if .^ Then (a, 6) G PH- Hence (2), (4), (5) 
and (7) are equivalent. 
Finally (1)=»(6) by Theorem 5.2.L # 
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